ABSTRACT
GRISSOM, APRIL NICHOLE. The Effect of Inquiry on Student Performance, Perception of
Relevance, and Situational Interest in Undergraduate Rock and Mineral Labs. (Under the
direction of Dr. David McConnell.)
The introductory Physical Geology labs (MEA 110) taught at North Carolina State
University aim to promote scientific thinking and learning through the use of scientific
inquiry-based activities. A rubric describing five possible levels of inquiry from confirmation
to authentic inquiry was used to characterize the activities in all of the labs taught in this
course. The two rock and mineral labs (labs #3 and #4) contain a significantly higher
percentage of low level inquiry activities than the other labs. Students also report that these
two labs are the least interesting and relevant. The rock and mineral labs were revised to
include a greater proportion of high level inquiry activities. During the fall 2013 semester,
situational interest, perception of relevance, and learning gains were measured and compared
between students in the traditional labs (control) and the revised labs (treatment). Situational
interest was measured using student rankings of sample lab activities. Student perception of
relevance was measured using a ten-item survey. Student academic performance was
compared using post-lab assessments and responses to questions on the course midterm
exam. Lab inquiry level was found to positively influence student situational interest,
perceptions of relevance, and academic achievement. This study also found that situational
interest and perceptions of content relevance had no impact on student academic
achievement. We also found that students exhibiting higher levels of situational interest
reported higher perceptions of content relevance.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
One goal of science education is to promote scientific literacy through the use of the
scientific process. The American Association for the Advancement of Science, the National
Academy of Sciences, and the National Science Teachers Association stated that, “Effective
education for science literacy requires that every student be frequently and actively involved
in exploring nature in ways that resemble how scientists work” (Nelson, 1998). Science
courses, specifically science laboratories, which meet this goal, make use of student inquiry
activities to teach students how to work as scientists. Inquiry in this context involves students
making observations, planning investigations, and analyzing and interpreting results (NRC,
1996). Inquiry-based teaching methods, which promote extensive use of science-process
skills and independent thought, have been found to significantly improve student learning
and achievement in science (Apedoe et al., 2006; Basaǧa et al., 1994; Chang, 1999; Geban et
al., 1992; Mao et al., 1998; Mattheis & Nakayama, 1988; McNeal et al., 2008; Richardson &
Renner, 1970).
Mao et al. (1998) reported that inquiry-based teaching has been closely related to
teaching methods such as problem-solving, cooperative learning, laboratory instruction, and
discovery instruction. While these approaches do not specifically use the word “inquiry” in
their descriptions, they all describe teaching methods centered around the scientific process
to facilitate student learning. For this reason, all of these teaching methods were considered
under the broad category of “inquiry-based instruction” for this research study. A source of
ambiguity surrounding inquiry-based teaching is that the term “inquiry” is used throughout
educational literature to refer to both a method for conducting research and a style of
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teaching (Buck et al., 2008). This dual definition makes it difficult to define what inquiry in
the laboratory actually looks like. When the National Research Council (NRC) released its
National Science Education Standards for K-12 education, it called for the use of inquiry as a
process in which students develop an understanding of how scientists study the natural world
using activities to develop knowledge and understanding of science (NRC, 1996, 2000).
According to NRC’s National Science Education Standards:

Inquiry is a multifaceted activity that involves making observations; posing
questions; examining books and other sources of information to see what is
already known; planning investigations; reviewing what is already known in
light of experimental evidence; using tools to gather, analyze, and interpret
data; proposing answers, explanations, and predictions; and communicating
the results. Inquiry requires identification of assumptions, use of critical and
logical thinking, and consideration of alternative explanations. (p. 23, NRC
1996)

At North Carolina State University, this definition of inquiry has been applied to the
labs taught in the Geology I Laboratory course (MEA 110). Each of the eleven weekly labs
taught in this course include a range of student inquiry activities and have been divided into
inquiry level percentages based on the activities within the lab. A detailed description of how
each lab was broken down and assigned these percentages is described in the background
section of this paper. Low-level inquiry activities generally provide students with the
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problem, theory, procedures, and analysis. These are simpler activities that involve relatively
little student investigation. An example of a low-level inquiry activity present in the first lab
(scientific method) of the MEA 110 course is when students are presented with an article and
are asked to pick out the observations that were made by the researchers. This activity is
classified as low-level inquiry because the observations are provided within the text in a
manner that should make the answer obvious to the student. In contrast, high-level inquiry
activities provide students with the problem and leave aspects of the methods, analysis, and
conclusions for the students to devise (Buck et al., 2008). An example of a high-level inquiry
activity is when students are required to observe volcanology, seismology, geochronology,
and topography maps during the second lab (plate tectonics) taught in the MEA 110 course.
Students are not given any information about the three different plate boundary types
(convergent, divergent, and transform) before this activity. They are instructed to identify
different plate boundaries based on observations made with the four maps. This is classified
as a high-level inquiry activity because students are required to come up with their own
analysis and conclusions based on their observations. Additional examples of high and low
level inquiry activities from the MEA 110 labs are discussed in the background section of
this paper.
The majority of the labs taught in the MEA 110 course have an approximately even
proportion of both high and low level inquiry activities. This is not the case for lab 3
(Minerals and Igneous Rocks) and lab 4 (Sedimentary and Metamorphic Rocks). These two
labs have a significantly higher percentage of low-level inquiry exercises. Student reports on
an end-of-semester survey identify these labs as the least interesting labs taught in the MEA
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110 course and that these labs have the least connection to society or to any real world
applications (McConnell, pers. comm., 2013).
Previous studies have shown that students who perceive course content as relevant to
their needs, goals, and interests report greater feelings of empowerment (competency) and
are more motivated to study than students whose instructors do not communicate the
relevance of the content (Frymier et al., 1996; Frymier & Shulman, 1995). Studies have also
linked student initial and situational topic and task interest to academic performance,
suggesting that students perform better when they are interested in the topic or assignment
(Ali et al., 2011; Harackiewicz et al., 2008; Krapp & Winteler, 1992). Harackiewicz et al
(2008) also found that student situational interest, independent of initial interest, affected
subsequent course choices. These findings suggest that low student interest and perceptions
of relevance exhibited by students in regards to the rock and mineral content of the MEA 110
course can negatively impact student motivation and performance related to these concepts in
this course.
The apparent low perception of relevance that students exhibited in the original rock
and mineral labs suggests that these two labs have not been successful in teaching students
about society’s dependence on earth materials in everyday life. The National Science
Foundation recently funded the Earth Science Literacy Initiative, which has established nine
“Big Ideas” and supporting concepts that all Americans should know in order to be Earth
science literate. Under Big Idea 7: Humans depend on Earth for resources, is the concept
“Soil, rocks, and minerals provide essential metals and other materials for agriculture,
manufacturing, and building (Wysession et al., 2012)” The fact that student’s report that the
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rock and mineral labs taught in the MEA 110 course have the least connection to society
suggests that these labs do not promote this aspect of Earth science literacy.
The low interest level and low perception of relevance shown by students in the rock
and mineral labs could be attributed to the low inquiry level of these labs. The purpose of this
study is to examine a possible link between inquiry level, interest, and perceptions of
relevance by revising the rock and mineral labs (labs three and four) to include a higher
proportion of high-level inquiry activities. This study will investigate the following
hypotheses:
1) A higher level of student inquiry in the rock and mineral labs will result in a higher
level of:
a) student situational interest in rock and mineral lab activities.
b) student perceptions of relevance in these labs.
c) student academic achievement in the content areas of these labs.
2) Academic performance will be higher for students exhibiting
a) higher situational interest.
b) higher perceptions of relevance.
3) Situational interest in specific activities within a lab will affect a student’s
perception of relevance in the overall content of that lab.
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Chapter 2: Background and Literature Review
This study will focus on the effects of inquiry labs on student situational interest,
perception of relevance, and academic performance. A literature review was conducted on
how to measure inquiry and its previous use in the laboratory classsroom. A review on
interest and relevance was also conducted in order to determine what instruments would be
used in this study.

2.1 Characterizing Inquiry:
The majority of activities that were taught in the rock and mineral labs in the MEA
110 course from 2009-2012 involved a cookbook approach that lead students along a
sequence of steps to identify rocks and minerals. A literature review of rubrics created for
measuring inquiry was conducted in order to provide a quantitative analysis of these labs.
The first widely-publicized rubrics used to measure inquiry were presented by Schwab
(1962) and Herron (1971). These authors used the dimensions of guidance and “level of
openness” to characterize the level of inquiry that an exercise facilitated. These levels of
openness were coupled with three characteristics (problem/question, procedure/method, and
solution) to develop four possible levels of student inquiry (Herron, 1971; Schwab, 1962).
Rezba et al. (1999) took this rubric one step farther in defining the four inquiry levels as
confirmatory, structured, guided, and open. Other researchers have cited and modified this
rubric when characterizing inquiry in the science classroom (Bell et al., 2005; Nadelson et
al., 2010) and laboratory (Buck et al., 2008).
When Buck at al. (2008) used their rubric to characterize the inquiry level of 46
undergraduate geology activities in three different lab manuals, they found that all the
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activities were characterized as the lowest level of student inquiry: confirmatory. This lab
format, often referred to as a “cookbook” lab, does not promote the critical thinking skills
needed for students to become successful scientists. Cookbook type activities lead students
along linear paths to known outcomes, serving little purpose other than to verify known
phenomena. An example of a confirmatory activity would be when students are asked to
observe contour lines on a map and to determine the differences in elevations between two
locations. This type of activity provides students with all questions, procedures, materials,
and data needed to complete the lab (Gooding & Metz, 2012). Labs that rely solely on these
types of activities fail to teach students about the nature of science and often leave students
with unrealistic views of the scientific process (Sadler et al., 2004). This issue is especially
important in introductory lab courses, which often serve as terminal science courses for many
non-science degree students (McNeal et al., 2008).
While the Rezba et al. (1999) rubric would be useful to instructors who desire to
formulate a simple understanding of the degrees of inquiry in their classroom activities,
problems arise when trying to use this rubric to quantitatively analyze numerous activities
within multiple labs. Labs often have more components than just the three characteristics
(problem/question, procedure/method, and solution) used in this rubric. The presence of only
three characteristics makes it difficult to effectively distinguish among labs that have a large
number of activities within them. Buck et al., (2008) presented a rubric with five levels of
inquiry based upon six characteristics for characterizing the level of inquiry in the
undergraduate laboratory (Figure 1.1). The inquiry level denotes the extent to which a
laboratory activity provides structure in terms of the six characteristics. This rubric makes
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explicit the level of student independence facilitated by a given lab activity and eliminates
some of the ambiguity in classifying the inquiry level of individual lab activities. The Buck et
al., (2008) rubric was used in this study to characterize the activities in the rock and mineral
labs at North Carolina State University.

Figure 1.1 Inquiry rubric from Buck et al. (2008)

All eleven labs taught in the MEA 110 course at North Carolina State University had
already been analyzed and classified by inquiry level using the Buck et al. rubric (Ryker,
pers. comm., 2013). Each activity within a lab is worth a particular point value. Each lab
includes a 4 point pre-lab exercise, 41 points for in-lab activities, and a 5 point post-lab
assignment. Only pre-lab and in-lab activities were included in the inquiry level analysis. Lab
activities were classified by inquiry level and the lab was divided into inquiry level
percentages based on these point values. For example, a lab with 25 points of confirmation
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activities, 15 points of structured activities, and 10 points of guided activities would be
designated as 55.5 percent confirmation, 33 percent structured, and 22.5 percent guided. A
total lab inquiry score can then be calculated from these percentages by multiplying the
percentage by an assigned inquiry level designation. The primary investigator assigned linear
values to each inquiry level, with each higher inquiry level increasing by one point
(confirmation = 1; structured = 2; guided = 3; open = 4). The above example would be
awarded a total inquiry score of 189 (55.5 x 1, 33 x 2, 22.5 x 3). These assigned values were
used instead of the inquiry level values from the Buck et al. rubric because the level 0 and ½
were problematic for running a linear regression analysis. Figure 1.2 shows the proportion of
each lab that was classified as confirmation, structured, guided, and open. No authentic
inquiry activities were observed in any of the labs. While most of the labs contained a large
proportion of guided and open inquiry activities, the rock and mineral labs (labs three and
four) contained the least amount of these higher inquiry activities. The activities in these two
labs never reached the level of open inquiry and less than ten percent were classified as
guided. This figure provided the main source of motivation for the primary researcher to
make revisions to these labs.
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Figure 1.2 Proportion of each lab that was classified as confirmation, structured, guided, and open. FT stands
for “field trip.” Labs 3 and 4 contain greater than 90 percent confirmation and structured activities.

2.2 Classroom and Laboratory Studies:
Previous researchers have focused on incorporating different inquiry-based
approaches into the undergraduate geology classroom and laboratory. Hannula (2003)
focused on using the scientific method to revise introductory geology labs. In her study, four
out of eleven labs in an Earth Systems Science course were revised to explicitly incorporate
the use of hypotheses (Hannula, 2003). Students were assessed using a self-assessment
survey and with a question on the final exam prompting them to identify hypotheses within a
written text. Over two-thirds of students reported that they enjoyed the revised labs as much
as or more than the other labs in the course. In addition, they felt the revised labs contributed
much or very much to improving their understanding of the skills and concepts on the survey.
However, students did not feel that the labs improved their ability to differentiate between
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facts and hypotheses, propose and test hypotheses, or understand the scientific method.
Despite these reports, two-thirds of the students answered the exam question asking them to
identify hypotheses and observations correctly (Hannula, 2003). While the use of this
hypotheses approach does not explicitly use the term inquiry, inquiry-based learning involves
“making observations” and “posing questions” (NRC 1996).
Apedoe at al. (2006) focused on altering low-level activities in the lab component of
an upper level geology class. Prior to the lab revisions, the instructor had utilized inquirybased exams but had only occasionally engaged students in inquiry-based activities. Students
often performed poorly on the exams because of their lack of experience with inquiry
(Apedoe et al., 2006). Activities involving fill-in-the-blank answers, labeling of
morphological parts, and memorization of taxonomic groups of organisms were eliminated
from the lab in favor of process-oriented questions. Student exam averages were higher on
the midterm and the final in the redesigned inquiry-based course (Apedoe et al., 2006).
Miller et al. (2010) tested student conceptual understanding of sand-sediment
transport in an introductory physical geology class between a traditional workbook style lab
and an inquiry-based lab. Three experimental lab sections were taught using inquiry methods
with large-scale data sets and multiple representations while six control sections were taught
using a workbook teaching style (Miller et al., 2010). The experimental sections collected,
analyzed, and interpreted their own data for one beach profile and were then asked to conduct
research on a chosen topic of shoreline dynamics and to explore this topic using a physical
“sand box” model. The control groups were given a lecture and workbook activities to
complete in groups (Miller et al., 2010). These students were limited to content presented in
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the workbook and maps, pictures, and drawings presented by the instructor on the board. A
pre/post conceptual model drawing and a final written report were used to assess learning
outcomes. Results of the conceptual model drawing indicated that students in the inquiry
based lab showed more improvements in critical thinking, understanding of system and scale,
accuracy, and content knowledge (Miller., 2010). Results of the written report indicated that
students in the inquiry based lab showed more improvement in content knowledge and
communication of findings than students in the workbook lab (Miller., 2010).
While there are only a few studies that have been based in the Geosciences, several
studies have been conducted in biology classrooms and laboratories. Brickman et al. (2009)
implemented what they called a “guided inquiry” approach in half of the sections of a nonmajors biology lab over two consecutive semesters while using traditional lab techniques in
the other half. The authors define their guided inquiry method as providing the problem and
then guiding the students in selecting and controlling variables, planning procedures and
measures, and finding flaws through questioning (Brickman et al., 2009). This description is
more similar to the structured inquiry described by the Buck et al. (2008) rubric. They tested
students with a 30 question science literacy assessment and a 26 question science process
skills assessment and found that students in the inquiry based lab performed significantly
better on both assessments than traditional lab students (Brickman et al., 2009). Brownell &
Kloser (2011) also compared what they called an “authentic” inquiry biology lab to a
traditional low-level inquiry lab. The authors characterize these “authentic” inquiry labs as
labs that engage students in formulating hypotheses, designing experimental procedures, and
collaborating in groups. This description is most closely related to the open inquiry category
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from the Buck et al. (2008) rubric. The authors found that students in the “authentic” inquiry
lab had more positive attitudes towards research, higher confidence in completing lab-related
tasks, and increased interest in pursuing future research when compared with the traditional
low inquiry biology lab (Brownell & Kloser, 2011).

2.3 Characterizing Interest:
Interest plays an important role in determining what we choose to learn, how well we
learn information (Alexander & Jetton, 1996), and to what extent we engage in deeper
processing (Schiefele, 1996). John Dewey (1913), one of the earliest contributors to the
theory of interest, proposed that interest plays a key role in learning that differs from effort.
He argued that while effort positively affects learning, it does not promote the kind of
personal engagement that is typical of high interest.
Before the late 1980s, educational and psychological research treated interest as one
general concept. The idea of interest as a multifaceted phenomenon was introduced by Krapp
et al. (1992). Mitchell (1993) reported a study in the secondary school mathematics
classroom that reinforced the need to distinguish between situational and personal, or
individual, interest. A model of interest with two general scales (personal and situational)
was developed. Individual interest refers to an individual’s predisposition to attend to certain
stimuli, events, and objects (Ainley et al., 2002; Linnenbrink-Garcia et al., 2010). An
example of individual interest is a student’s long-term interest in earthquakes or volcanoes.
This aspect of interest resides in the individual across situations (Linnenbrink-Garcia et al.,
2010), is activated internally, and is topic specific (Krapp et al., 1992). In contrast, situational
interest emerges in response to environmental stimuli (Hidi & Baird, 1988). It refers to
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information that is context specific and of temporary value to the individual (Krapp et al.,
1992). For example, a student’s interest might be peaked by an exciting earthquake or
volcano demonstration or by an activity that involves going outdoors. Situational interest is
easier to activate than personal interest in a classroom containing individuals whose personal
interests lie in many different areas.
Numerous studies have reported that higher interest is related to greater learning and
motivation (Alexander & Jetton, 1996; Harackiewicz et al., 2008; Schraw et al., 1995).
Research has been conducted in which individual’s text-based situational and individual
interests have been tested (Schraw & Lehman, 2001), but there has been little research that
measured situational interest in specific areas of science at the undergraduate level. Studies
that have focused on areas of science and math have mainly been conducted in middle and
secondary schools (Ainley et al., 2002; Hulleman & Harackiewicz, 2009; Mitchell, 1993).
One study focused on 224 ninth grade students from five schools in south-eastern Australia
(Palmer, 2009). The author aimed to investigate how much situational interest was generated
during different parts of a 40-minute inquiry skills lesson. A sequence consisting of a
demonstration, proposal, experiment, and report was used. First, the teacher demonstrated a
hands-on activity and asked students for observations and explanations. Students then
worked in small groups to prepare their own experiments during the proposal phase and
conducted them during the experiment phase. An oral report from each group was the final
step in this lesson. After each phase, students responded to a five point Likert scale survey
asking them how interesting they thought that phase was. The survey was numbered one
through five with one designated as “very boring”, three “in-between”, and five “very
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interesting.” Results indicated that interest was highest during the experiment phase with the
demonstration phase being the next highest. Both the proposal and report phases were rated
significantly lower. This study was also designed to investigate possible sources of
situational interest using qualitative data collected from group interviews conducted after
each lesson. Students were asked to reflect back to each phase of the lesson and to describe
what, if anything, had interested them. The categories identified as sources of situational
interest were learning, choice, physical activity, novelty/suspense/surprise, and social
involvement (Palmer, 2009).
Palmer (2009) suggested that the data collected in the study provided evidence that
situational interest is a powerful motivator. This author proposed that situational interest was
able to temporarily over-ride any negative attitudes that students may have had towards
science because over 90 percent of students experienced interest arousal during the
experiment and demonstration phases of the inquiry skills lesson (Palmer, 2009). Because of
the potential for an immediate impact on almost all students, situational interest was
identified as a focus for this study.

2.4 Characterizing Relevance:
John Keller was one of the first scholars to examine content relevance as a theoretical
construct and to identify relevance as a key factor in increasing student motivation (Keller
1979, 1983, 1987). Keller (1983) defined relevance as a student’s perception of whether or
not course content/instruction satisfies personal needs, personal goals, and/or career goals.
He developed an ARCS (attention, relevance, confidence, satisfaction) model of motivation
in order to find more effective ways of understanding major influences on student motivation
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to learn (Keller, 1987). The second step in his four-step model suggests that students must
determine that the course content is relevant to their lives in order to be motivated.
The ARCS model was used to categorize motivational strategies used by 30 first year
elementary school teachers (Newby, 1991). The strategies used by the teachers were
categorized as getting attention, emphasizing relevance, building confidence, or imposing
rewards and punishments. Classroom observations were used to monitor the on-task
behaviors of the students during the use of each strategy type. While relevance strategies
were only used 7.5% of the time, these strategies were the most strongly correlated with on
task student behaviors (Newby, 1991). This means that students were observed working or
interacting directly with the assigned activity most often when the teacher attempted to make
the content relevant by relating the activity to student’s interests, past experiences, or future
activities.
Evidence suggests that content relevance increases students’ learner empowerment
and motivation to study. Frymier et al. (1996) conceptualized learner empowerment as a
form of motivation and conducted two studies to construct and validate the learner
empowerment measure. The first study focused on testing a preliminary version of this
measure developed by Schultz and Shulman (1993), while the second study focused on
revising and validating the new measure. In both studies, students who perceived content as
more relevant also reported greater feelings of empowerment (Frymier et al., 1996).
The scale used to measure student perceptions of relevance in the 1996 study was
developed and validated in a study conducted by Frymier & Shulman (1995), This instrument
is a uni-dimensional, reliable (a = .88) scale that can be used to measure the degree to which
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teachers make content relevant to their students. It consists of twelve Likert-scale items
generated from previous literature on relevance (Frymier & Shulman, 1995). Study
participants consisted of 470 undergraduate students enrolled in a basic communication
course at a midwestern public university. Students reported how often the twelve relevancy
behaviors were performed by the teacher they had worked with immediately before their
communication class using a scale of 0 (never) to 4 (very often). This method was used to
ensure that a wide range of teachers and course subjects were included in the study. Results
of this study indicated that students who perceived their teachers as using relevance strategies
(e.g., examples, relation to career goals, personal experiences, etc.) were more motivated to
study than students whose teachers used few relevance strategies (Frymier & Shulman,
1995). The scale used by the authors was from the instructors’ rather than the students’
perspective. This means that students were reporting on how effective the teacher was at
making the content relevant, and not on how relevant the students actually thought the
content was. The authors suggested that future research should be conducted to develop a
scale that would measure the degree to which students believe the content is relevant.
In order to address this problem with measuring content relevance, Warren (2011)
developed an adapted version of Frymier and Shulman’s 1995 Content Relevance Scale. The
1995 scale was modified in order to represent relevance of the course content and not the
degree to which the teacher makes the content relevant (Warren, 2011). The original twelveitem scale was modified to ten items (Revised Content Relevance Scale) after two of the
items loaded on two factors. After removing these two items, the modified scale was found to
be valid, uni-dimensional, and reliable (Warren, 2011). Statements consisted of high-
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inference statements (measuring global or generic perceptions) and low-inference statements
(measuring perceptions of specific behaviors: Warren, 2011). Because our study attempted to
measure the degree to which students believe the MEA 110 course content is relevant, the
Revised Content Relevance Scale was used.
Frymier and Houser (1998) found that there was a significant and positive correlation
between immediacy, and motivation and learning; however, they did not find that the
relationship between content relevance and motivation and learning was significant. The
authors suggested that they might have achieved this result because they did not successfully
manipulate content relevance (Frymier et al. 1998). In order to test this relationship further,
Warren (2011) compared student perceptions of content relevance with student knowledge
acquisition in basic public speaking courses at the University of Kentucky. A pre-test was
given to the students at the beginning of the course to assess baseline public speaking
knowledge. Cognitive learning was defined as course knowledge acquisition and was
measured at the end of the course using 18 multiple-choice questions compiled from the 18
chapters in the course (Warren, 2011). Overall learning was assessed by the student’s
percentage of correct answers out of the 18 post-test questions. The Revised Content
Relevance Scale was used to measure student perceptions of content relevance. Results of
this study indicated that content relevance and cognitive learning were not related (p > .05);
however, the author points out that standardized test questions gathered from a course
textbook are not always appropriate for measuring learning (Warren, 2011). Because the
study involved multiple instructors teaching the same course, it is possible that not all of the
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students in this study were taught all of the content on the post-test. A possible relationship
between content relevance and cognitive learning was tested in this study.
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Chapter 3: Design and Methods
3.1 Subjects:
The population of interest for this study was all students enrolled in the MEA 110 lab
course at North Carolina State University during fall semester, 2013. There were 413
students enrolled in the course at the start of the semester and 387 students remaining after
the course drop date. All students were required to complete surveys each week as a routine
part of the course. Students were given the opportunity to sign informed consent documents
at the start of the semester to have their data included in the study. Data from students who
did not sign the consent form was excluded from the analysis. Approximately 87% (360) of
the original students agreed to have their data analyzed. Data for consenting students who
dropped the course was included for the labs that they attended.
Thirteen graduate teaching assistants (GTAs) taught 24 sections of the course. Each
GTA taught one or two sections. The maximum number of students enrolled in any section
was 20 and the minimum was 4, with an average enrollment of 17. The majority of students
enrolled in this course were freshman and sophomore level undergraduates (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1 Percentage of participating students ranked as freshmen, sophomores, juniors, or
seniors.

Academic major was determined by classifying each student’s major as either STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) or non-STEM. A majority of students
enrolled in the course (79.1%, 284) were non-STEM majors, 16.7% (60) were STEM majors,
and 4.2% (15) were undecided or their major was no specified through the university (Figure
2.2).
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Figure 2.2 Percentage of students enrolled in STEM or non-STEM majors.

3.2 Study:
GTAs were randomly assigned to teach either a traditional or revised version of labs
three (Minerals) and four (Rocks) using a random number generator. All sections with a
random number ending in an even number were assigned the revised lab, sections that ended
in an odd number were assigned the traditional lab. GTAs were only assigned to teach one
version of the lab. A little more than half (13) of the 24 lab sections were assigned the
revised inquiry-based rock and mineral labs while the other 11 sections completed the
traditional versions of these labs. GTAs were trained on how to teach all labs during a 30-60
minutes meeting that occurred every week. There were 207 students that consented to be a
part of the research study from the revised lab sections and 153 that consented from the
traditional lab sections. We will refer to the revised lab sections as the treatment group in this
study and the traditional lab sections as the control group.
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Inquiry Levels: All labs taught in the MEA 110 course last 2 hours and 45 minutes. In
an average lab, students complete between three and seven activities during the lab time. The
traditional version of lab three (Minerals and Igneous Rocks) focused on the identification of
15 minerals as well as 15 igneous rocks (Appendix X). Students are first guided through
mineral property stations where they learn about different physical properties such as
hardness, cleavage, and luster. They then test these properties for each of the 15 minerals and
use a flow chart to try to determine the names of each mineral. The igneous rock part of the
lab is similar, with students identifying fifteen igneous rocks based on texture and
composition.
The Buck et al. (2008) rubric was used to classify each activity within this lab (Table
1) and the lab was assigned overall percentages of 56.7% confirmation activities, 36.7%
structured, and 6.6% guided activities as shown in Figure 2.3. An example of a confirmatory
activity in this lab is when students are asked to determine mineral hardness for five out of
the fifteen mineral samples that they are given. They are guided through a step-by-step
process in which the problem/question, theory/background, procedures/design, results
analysis, results communication, and conclusions are all provided to students or are obvious
within the lab manual itself.
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Figure 2.3 Difference in the inquiry levels between traditional and revised lab 3. Each activity within the lab

!was categorized as confirmation, structured, guided, and open. The lab was then awarded overall percentages of
each inquiry level.

The revised inquiry-based lab was designed with an emphasis on hands-on activities
that involve students designing experimental procedures, analyzing and communicating
results, and drawing conclusions (Appendix D). Similar to the traditional lab three, the
revised lab focuses on mineral identification; however, a “jigsaw” cooperative learning
mineral identification activity is used to actively involve students in their learning
(Constantopoulos, 1994). This method of learning has been found to increase student
learning in college geology classes by giving students the chance to actively construct
knowledge while attempting to articulate their thinking (Bykerk-Kauffman, 1995). In this
activity, students were divided into groups of three to five and were individually assigned a
letter representing a fraction of the 15 minerals. In a three-person group for example, students
assigned the letter “A” would work to identify the first five minerals. Students then move
into different expert groups with all of the “A” assigned students working together. This part
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of the exercise involves the assessment of individual interpretations among students who
identified the same minerals. Once a consensus has been reached, students go back to their
original groups and teach the other students about their minerals. While students in this
revised exercise fill out the same table of 15 minerals as students in the traditional lab, they
are spending more time analyzing and drawing conclusions on their own. This activity is
categorized as guided inquiry because the results analysis, results communication, and
conclusions are not provided for the students.
The inquiry level of this lab was further increased by having students participate in
conducting their own “Cookie Mining” experiment as a mining and reclamation simulation
(modified from the American Geological Institute, 2003). This activity involves the use of
food (chocolate chip cookies), which has been found to promote active learning and to serve
as a reality based analogy for students to better understand many of the abstract concepts
taught in the earth sciences (Francek et al., 2004). In this activity, students work in
hypothetical “mining company” groups to design their own mining experiment. The groups
choose between different land areas (cookie type) and mining tools (paperclips or
toothpicks). The objective is to mine the most ore (chocolate chips) to make the most profit.
This mining exercise is also an example of a guided inquiry activity in which only the
problem/question, theory/background, and procedures/design are given to the students.
Results analysis, results communication, and conclusions are left up to the students to design.
Due to time constraints, the revised version of lab three no longer includes igneous rock
identification. Instead, students focus on the jigsaw mineral identification and the mineral
mining exercise. The Buck et al. (2008) rubric was used to classify each activity within this
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new lab (Table 1) and the lab was assigned overall percentages of 26.7% confirmation
activities, 22.2% structured, 42.2% guided, and 8.9% open activities as shown in Figure 2.3.
Table 1 shows the breakdown of each activity in the traditional and revised versions of lab 3
along with the corresponding point value and inquiry level of each activity.
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Prior to this study, lab four (Sedimentary and Metamorphic Rocks) required students
to review one box of fifteen sedimentary rocks and one box of fifteen metamorphic rocks.
Once again, students completed activities that helped them learn how sedimentary and
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metamorphic rocks are categorized and identified before they identified these rocks. These
activities were repetitive and were typically rated as low inquiry. Analysis of this lab
revealed that 28.9% of the activities were confirmatory, 64.4% were structured, and 6.6%
were guided (Figure 2.4).

!Figure 2.4 Difference in the inquiry levels between traditional and revised lab 3. Each activity within the lab

was categorized as confirmation, structured, guided, and open. The lab was then awarded overall percentages of
each inquiry level.

!

One of the main revisions made to lab four was that students would now learn about
igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks types in one lab since the revised version of lab
three was modified to focus exclusively on minerals. Students in the revised lab were given a
box of fifteen rock samples (a mixture of igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks) at
the beginning of lab four. Students in the revised lab classified and identified 30 rock and
mineral samples during labs three and four while the traditional lab students observed and
identified 60 samples.
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The first activity students must complete in the revised lab four is to work
collaboratively in small groups to devise a systematic way of classifying 15 numbered
samples of igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks. Students were not told which
samples represented which rock type and they were not been given any information about
how to categorize the rocks. They were asked to identify as many characteristics as possible
that seemed logical and appropriate to develop an identification key. Characteristics such as
color, shape, or types of minerals were some of the features that students identified. The
groups developed dichotomous identification keys and displayed their final versions on a
large post-it note or white board. Groups then traded keys and rock samples and were asked
to apply the classification scheme of their peers to classify the rock samples. When students
were done, they communicated their results with the other group to determine if they placed
the samples in the correct place. This requires analysis by the group that made the key as well
as the group using it. This activity is categorized as open inquiry because only the
problem/question and theory/background are given to the students. After this activity,
students were introduced to the ways in which the different rock types are categorized. They
then used this information to determine which of the 15 rocks were igneous, sedimentary, or
metamorphic. This revised rock lab contains 26.7% confirmation, 51.1% structured, 13.3%
guided, and 8.8% open activities (Figure 2.4). Table 2 shows the breakdown of each activity
in the traditional and revised versions of lab 4 along with the corresponding point value and
inquiry level of each activity.
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In order to determine if students were learning more in the revised labs, academic
performance was measured using post-class assessment questions from labs three, four, and
five that were part of all students’ labs (Appendix B). Students completed these assessments
at the end of every lab. These post-class assessment questions were worth 10% of the
student’s grade for each lab. The primary researcher collected and graded all post-class
assessments for all three of these labs so that grading was consistent across all lab sections.
Students were also required to take a midterm exam the week after they completed lab five.
This exam was worth 100 points, with 51 of the points pertaining to content from the rock
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and mineral labs. Questions were the same for both the traditional and revised lab students.
All 16 exam questions relating to rock and mineral content were analyzed. Students answered
six multiple-choice questions, six fill in the blank questions, and four short answer questions
(see Appendix #). Most of the short answer questions required students to identify rock and
mineral hand samples.
Situational Interest: In order to determine if the revised inquiry based labs were of
more situational interest to students, all students in the MEA 110 course were asked to rank
selected activities within labs three and four on a ten centimeter line scale with one side
being “not at all interesting to me” and the other side being “very interesting to me”
(Appendix H) These rankings were done at the very end of the lab period and served as an
indicator of the student’s situational interest during the lab activity. Students were also asked
to rank activities at the end of the other nine labs to determine if there was a relationship
between activity inquiry level and student situational interest. Another reason for completing
the rankings after every lab period was to ensure that students saw this ranking as a natural
part of every lab so that they would be more likely to take it seriously. An example of an
activity that students were asked to rank is the mineral identification from both the traditional
and revised labs. Traditional lab students were given a description of the traditional mineral
identification table that is classified as a confirmatory activity. Revised lab students were
given a description of the cooperative learning mineral identification, which is a guided
activity. Two to four activities were selected per lab for a total of 30 activities across all
eleven labs. A ruler was used to measure how far along the ten-centimeter line the students
placed their tick marks for all 30 activities. It was intended that an equal number of
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confirmation, structured, guided, and open inquiry activities would be selected; however,
there were not as many guided and open inquiry activities that could be used. Students
ranked a total of nine confirmation, nine structured, seven guided, and three open inquiry
activities.
Students were given another situational interest survey at the end of their final exam
in an effort to characterize why students ranked certain activities as being more interesting
than others. Unlike the other surveys, this survey was presented to students as optional, with
the incentive that they would be able to see the results of the situational interest surveys
collected throughout the semester. Students were presented with a list of the three highest
and the three lowest rated activities. They were then asked to pick one activity from each list
and to describe in a few sentences why they thought that activity was interesting or not
interesting.
Perceptions of Relevance: In order to measure student perceptions of relevance, all
students completed a ten-item Perceptions of Relevance survey (Appendix I) pertaining to
the previous weeks lab at the beginning of the following lab period. For example, students
took the Perceptions of Relevance survey for lab three at the beginning of lab four. This was
done so that students would reflect on the prior week’s lab at a time when the activity would
not conflict with the situational interest survey. Students were asked to rank each item on a 5point Likert-type scale from 1, never, to 5, always. These surveys were modified each week
so that all ten items included the name of the lab that students should have been responding
to. The intent of this modification was to change the look of the survey each week so that
students were more likely to read and respond to it accurately. It was pointed out to the
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researcher by a few GTAs about halfway through the semester that some students might just
be circling random answers without reading the surveys; therefore, an eleventh item was
added to the surveys starting at lab 6. Students were asked to circle a specific number
between one and five for the added item to ensure that the data was valid. This item was
changed each week to be in a different place on the survey. Student surveys that did not
circle this number were not included in the data analysis because it was assumed that the
student had not read the survey. This resulted in the exclusion of about 20% of the surveys
after lab 5. While it can be argued that the five surveys leading up to the implantation of this
new item may contain invalid surveys, it is expected that most students would have been
taking the surveys more seriously at the beginning of the semester because they had not yet
reached a possible level of survey fatigue. Students completed a total of 11 of these surveys,
one for each lab taught during the course.
One question from the final course exam relating to relevance was also analyzed. This
question, titled “Geology and Society”, required students to reflect on all of the labs taught
over the course of the semester and to select the three that they thought most related to the
“real world.” They had to describe the information or skill that they learned from these labs
that they believed to be relevant to society. The question also asked them to explain how they
would use the information learned in these labs in the future.

3.3 Instruments:
All students were given a seven question pre-test at the beginning of lab three to test
for prior rock and mineral content knowledge. The pre-test consisted of questions taken from
the Geoscience Concept Inventory (GCI) database, ConcepTest questions from the Science
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Education Resource Center at Carlton College (SERC), and the researcher’s own questions
specific to the rock and mineral labs. Only content related to the rock and mineral labs was
covered in this assessment. This pre-test was used as a baseline to verify that any differences
observed in the treatment group on the post-labs or mid-term exam questions were not due to
different student prior knowledge.
The Revised Content Relevance Scale developed by Warren (2011) was used to
measure student Perceptions of Relevance as described above. Students in both the revised
and traditional labs completed the same surveys.

3.4 Statistical Methods:
The statistical tests employed in this study were individual samples t-tests and linear
regression analyses. The assumptions for all t-tests were that the population was normally
distributed, that it was a random sample, and that there was homogeneity of variances. The
assumption of equal variances for the t-test comparing mean scores on the midterm exam
between traditional and revised lab students was met with a p-value of .134. The normal
distribution assumption was met, however the sample was not considered to be random
because it was a convenience sample taken from one university. The individual samples ttests were still used in this case because the sample was so large and this was all the primary
researcher had access to. The null hypothesis of the t-tests was that there was no difference
between the control (traditional lab sections) and treatment groups (revised lab sections).
The assumptions used for the linear regression analyses were that there was linearity
between the dependent and independent variables, constant variance of errors, independence
of errors, and that the sample was normally distributed. All assumptions were met for these
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tests. The null hypothesis for these tests was that there was no straight-line relationship
between the dependent and independent variables.
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Chapter 4: Results
This section describes results of student pre-tests, situational interest, perceptions of
relevance, and performance. Student performance was measured using 3 post-lab
assessments and 16 questions taken from the course midterm exam. Student performance
with situational interest, perceptions of relevance, and activity inquiry level were compared.
Activity inquiry level was also compared with situational interest and perceptions of
relevance. Situational interest in lab activities was compared with total lab relevance score.

4.1 Pre-test Results:
The seven-question rock and mineral pre-test was scored for each student out of
seven points. There were 200 students in the revised sections and 151 students in the
traditional sections that took this test. The average score for students in all traditional
sections was slightly higher than the average for the revised students (Table 3), but an
independent samples t-test indicated that there was no significant different between these
averages (p = .357).
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4.2 Situational Interest Results:
This study compared student situational interest (SSI) between revised lab and
traditional lab activities. We also looked at possible correlations between SSI and inquiry
level and SSI and exam performance. There were 6,894 total tick marks measured across all
30 situational interest survey items. Average situational interest scores were calculated for
each activity (Table 5). The activities were ranked from highest to lowest with the mineral
cookie mining activity from the revised lab 3 receiving the highest score (7.53 out of 10) and
the igneous rock identification table from the traditional lab 3 receiving the lowest score
(4.34). Figure 3.1 shows a bar graph of the 30 items plotted against their situational interest
scores.

Figure 3.1 Bar graph shows each item ranked by situational interest score. There were two activities that
tied for 8th and 20th.
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Independent sample t-tests were conducted to determine if there was a difference in
interest for the revised and traditional mineral and rock identification survey items for labs 3
and 4. This test was performed only for the identification survey items because these were
the only activities that were still present in both the traditional and revised labs. Table 4
shows that students were significantly more interested in both the revised mineral and revised
igneous rock identification activities than in the traditional mineral and igneous rock
identification activities (p = .000; p = .003). No significant difference was observed in the
groups for the sedimentary (p = .292) or the metamorphic rock identification (p = .084).
Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of interest scores for the traditional and revised lab sections
for all four survey items.
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Figure 3.2 Interest scores for rock and mineral identification survey items. Statistical analysis
shows that only minerals and igneous rock identification items were significantly different.

A simple linear regression analysis was conducted to determine if mean interest score
(dependent variable) could be predicted from activity inquiry level (independent variable).
Figure 3.3 shows a significant, (p = .006) positive correlation between interest score and
inquiry level. The results of the regression suggest that about 24% (R2 = .239) of the total
variability in interest score can be explained by inquiry level.
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Figure 3.3 Simple linear regression analysis for interest score plotted against inquiry level. Results
show a significant, positive relationship between the two variables.

A simple linear regression analysis was also conducted to determine if student exam
average (dependent variable) could be predicted from mean situational interest score
(independent variable). Figure 3.4 shows that there is no relationship between exam score
and interest score (R = .051). The results of the regression suggest that 0% (R2 = .003) of the
total variability in exam score can be explained by situational interest score.
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Figure 3.4 Simple linear regression analysis for exam score plotted against situational interest. Results show no
relationship between the two variable.

The optional survey given to students at the end of their final exam asked them to
pick one of the top three rated activities and one of the bottom three activities and to explain
why that activity was or was not interesting. Surveys were different for both the revised and
traditional lab sections because students completed different activities (see Table 5). There
were 130 students in the revised lab and 115 students in the traditional lab that chose to
respond. Student responses for why an activity was interesting were coded into six categories
(Figure 3.5) and responses for why an activity was not interesting were coded into four
(Figure 3.6). The most common response for why an activity was interesting was that it was
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relevant to their lives or that it contained a real world connection. Students reported that
uninteresting activities were usually tedious and repetitive (boring) or hard.

!

Figure 3.5 Student responses for why an activity was interesting were coded into these six
categories. The most common response was that the activity was relevant. Students also frequently
reported that the activity was hands on and that it was fun or like a game.

Examples of student responses for why an activity was interesting:
“The cookie mining experience was most interesting because it was relatable to the
real world ad used skills like team work and problem solving.”
“I liked its (Groundwater Consulting Case) application to the real world. We used a
lot of problem solving techniques that I found fun.”
“I thought it was really fun to dissect the cookie and try to win… Doing this hands on
activity made the concept more relatable and understandable.”
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Figure 3.6 Student responces for why an activity was not interesting were coded into these four
categories. The most common response was that an activity was tedious or repetitive and that it
was hard or confusing.

Examples of student responses for why an activity was not interesting:
“Learning the different types of rocks felt pointless because I will never really need to
know them in real life.”
“Topographic maps and identifying rocks: no critical thinking, [it] seemed like busy
work.”
“I feel I won’t use minerals or need to know the types of minerals to get a job in the
career I plan to pursue.”

4.3 Perceptions of Relevance Results:
This study compared perceptions of relevance between students enrolled in the
revised lab and traditional lab sections. We also looked at possible correlations between
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perceptions of relevance and; 1) inquiry level; 2) student exam performance; and, 3) student
situational interest in lab activities.
Each item in the ten-item perceptions of relevance survey was compared between the
traditional lab students and the revised lab students for both labs 3 and 4 (minerals and rocks)
and for lab 5 (the Walking Tour). Lab 5 was used as a control to examine whether there was
any difference between the traditional and revised lab student’s perceptions of relevance for a
lab that was the same for both groups. An independent samples t-test revealed that students in
the revised lab 3 (minerals) rated the lab as significantly more relevant for 5 of the 10 items
on the perceptions of relevance survey (Table 6, * indicates that an item was significant).
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An independent samples t-test revealed that students in the revised lab 4 (rocks) rated
the lab as significantly more relevant for only 1 of the 10 items on the survey (p = 011). This
item was number 9: “Discussion during the rock lab helped me understand the relevance of
the topic. (Table 7)” An independent samples t-test of lab 5 (campus walking tour) indicated
that there was no significant difference on any of the 10 items between the revised and
traditional lab students (Table 8).
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Relevance and Performance: A simple linear regression analysis was also conducted
to determine if a student’s average relevance score (independent variable) for both the
minerals and rocks labs (3 and 4) could predict the student’s performance (dependent
variable) on the rock and mineral portion of the midterm exam (51 points). Average
relevance score was calculated by adding up each student’s scores for the 10 relevance items
and taking an average of these scores for the two labs. Only students with relevance scores
from both labs 3 and 4 as well as a midterm exam score were included in this analysis (n =
256). Figure 3.7 shows that there is no correlation between relevance score and midterm
performance (R = .083). The results of the regression suggest that 0% (R2 = .007) of the total
variability in exam performance can be explained by relevance score.
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Relevance and Inquiry Level: Relevance and inquiry were compared across all 11
labs with the exclusion of lab 2 (no perceptions of relevance survey was collected for this
lab). A simple linear regression analysis was conducted to determine if the average lab
relevance score (dependent variable) could be predicted from total lab inquiry level
(independent variable). Average lab relevance score was calculated by adding up each
student’s scores for the 10 relevance items (for a maximum of 50 points) and taking an
average of these scores for each lab. Total lab inquiry level was determined by multiplying
the percent of each inquiry level present in lab activities by an assigned factor (confirmation
= 1, structured = 2, guided = 3, open = 4). Figure 3.8 shows that there is a positive
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relationship between total lab relevance score and total lab inquiry score (R = .469), but that
it is not significant (p = .124).

!

Figure 3.8 Simple linear regression analysis for lab relevance score plotted against lab inquiry score. There are
12 points that represent 10 labs (missing lab 2) plus the revised versions of labs 3 and 4. Results show a positive
but insignificant correlation between the two variables.

Relevance and Situational Interest: The final item that was compared against student
perceptions of relevance was student situational interest (SSI). A relevance score was
calculated for each student for every lab with the exception of lab 2 (plate tectonics) because
relevance surveys were not filed out for this lab. An average situational interest score was
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also calculated for each student by averaging all SSI scores for the selected activities within a
single lab. A simple linear regression analysis was conducted for each lab to determine if
relevance score (dependent variable) could be predicted from activity situational interest
score (independent variable). Table 9 shows the results of all 10 tests. There is a significant,
positive correlation between student relevance score and SSI score in 8 out of the 10 labs (all
labs but 1 and 5). Figure 3.9 shows a regression line for lab 3 in which there is a positive
correlation. Figure 3.10 shows a regression line for lab 5 in which there was no correlation.
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Figure 3.9 Simple linear regression analysis for student perceptions of relevance score for the mineral
lab plotted against SSI. Results show a positive, significant relationship between the two variables.

Figure 3.10 Simple linear regression analysis for student perceptions of relevance score for the
walking tour lab plotted against SSI. Results show no relationship between the two variables.
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4.4 Academic Performance Results:
Student performance was measured using the following 4 assessments: 1) Post-lab 3
assessment; 2) Post-Lab 4 assessment; 3) Post-lab 5 assessment; 4) Midterm assessment.
1) Post-lab 3 Assessment: The first academic performance measure used in this study
was from the post-lab assignment from lab three (revised; minerals, traditional; minerals and
igneous rocks). Only one open-ended question was used from this post-lab because it was the
only one that was the same for both the traditional and revised labs (Appendix #). Students
were assessed based on the following rubric:
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Figure 3.11 Rubric used to assess student responses to post-lab 3 question. *Indicates that a student answered
question using the term “rock” instead of mineral. Students were deducted 0.5 points for this error.

Examples of student responses awarded 2 points:
“The colors can vary between different samples of the same minerals. For example,
when we split up into our “expert” groups during this lab, and I was comparing my sample
of Orthoclase to another student’s sample, the colors were quite different. My sample was
light orangeish brown, and his sample was darker pink in color.”
“Many minerals share the same colors such as calcite and quartz.”
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Example of student responses awarded 0 points:
“Because when identifying different minerals, color is taken into consideration a
great amount. Two minerals may have the same hardness and other physical properties and
the only thing that differs about them is their color.”
“Because some people can see color differently than others.”
An example of a student response deducted 0.5 for using the term rock instead of mineral:
“Because multiple rocks look the same but their chemical make up is different, for
example amphibole and pyroxene.”
Independent sample t-test results of mean scores indicated that the revised lab
students scored significantly higher (p = .019) on this question than the traditional lab
students (Table 10). The standard deviation is also lower for revised lab students.
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2) Post-lab 4 Assessment: The post-lab assessment for lab 4 (revised; rocks,
traditional; sedimentary and metamorphic rocks) was the same for both the revised and
traditional labs (Table 11).
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Students were awarded 1 point for each item that was placed in the correct area on the
diagram for a total of 12 possible points. This is different from the actual scores out of five
points that students received for this part of the lab. This was done because students were
given leniency of missing two items before points were taken off of their lab grade.
Individual sample t-test results of mean scores indicate that the revised lab students
scored significantly higher (p = .000) on this post-lab than the traditional lab students (Table
12).
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The lowest score received by any student on this assessment was a 2 out of 12 points.
Only one student out of the 291 scored a perfect 12 out of 12 on this assessment.

3) Post-lab 5 Assessment: The final post-lab assessment used in this study came from
the Campus Walking Tour (lab 5) and was the same for all lab sections (see Appendix #).
This assessment presented students with a box of 12 rock and mineral samples. Students
were told that the box contained three samples each of minerals, igneous, sedimentary, and
metamorphic rocks. They completed 3 required questions and 1 optional extra credit question
(Appendix #). There were 101 students (71.6%) who attempted the extra credit question in
the traditional lab and 138 (76.2%) in the revised lab. Table 4 shows results of individual ttests for mean scores on all questions. Students in the revised sections scored significantly
higher on both question 1 (p = .02) and on the extra credit question (p = .000). There was no
statistically significant difference on question 2 (p = .459) or on question 3 (p = .733).
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4) Midterm Assessment: Student averages on the midterm assessment were calculated
using only the 16 questions pertaining to the rock and mineral lab content (Appendix #).
These questions added up to 51 possible points. An individual samples t-test of total mean
scores out of the 51 possible points indicated that the revised lab students scored significantly
higher (p = .024) on the rock and mineral portion of the exam than the students in the
traditional lab (Table 14). The standard deviation is also lower for revised lab students.
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Table 15 shows results of individual t-tests for mean scores on all 16 questions.
Students in the revised lab sections scored significantly higher on both question 1.b (p =
.000) and question 1.e (p = .027) than students in the traditional lab. There was no
statistically significant difference on any of the other 14 questions.
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A mean total score for the 4 questions (question 5, 7, 8.b, and 10.b) that specifically
asked them to identify a rock or mineral sample was calculated. These 4 questions (Appendix
#) added up to 19 possible points. An individual sample t-test of mean scores for only these 4
questions indicated that the revised lab students scored significantly higher (p = .020) on the
rock and mineral identification questions than students in the traditional lab (Table 16).
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Chapter 5: Discussion
The aim of the present study was to investigate the effect of inquiry on student
situational interest, perceptions of relevance, and academic performance in a physical
geology lab course taught at North Carolina State University. We tested six hypotheses (1a,
1b, 1c, 2a, 2b, and 3) that examined the following relationships: (1a) inquiry level vs.
situational interest, (1b) inquiry level vs. perceptions of relevance, (1c) inquiry level vs.
academic performance, (2a) academic performance vs. situational interest, (2b) academic
performance vs. perceptions of relevance, and (3) situational interest vs. perceptions of
relevance.
The first step of the research process was to analyze the pre-test results to determine
if there were any differences between student prior knowledge of rock and mineral content in
the revised and traditional lab sections. Results showed no significant difference; therefore, it
is assumed that any observed differences between these two groups were not due to prior
content knowledge.

5.1 Inquiry Level and Situational Interest (Hypothesis 1a):
An analysis of the 30 activities surveyed across all 11 labs revealed average SI scores
from 7.53 to 4.34. The 30 items were listed in order of highest to lowest SI score with the
items that received the same score being listed as the same rank number (numbers 8 and 20
in Table 5). This resulted in a ranking of 28 for the activity that was judged to be the least
interesting. The four activities from the traditional rock and mineral labs were ranked as the
four least interesting activities (numbers 25-28). The presence of these four activities at the
bottom of the list is consistent with results from student end of semester surveys reporting
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that the traditional rock and mineral labs were the least interesting labs taught in the course.
Three of these activities were classified as structured inquiry and one was classified as
confirmatory. In contrast, only 13% (2) of the bottom 15 activities were classified as either
guided or open. Support for the hypothesis that higher-level inquiry activities generate more
SI can be found in the top 15 ranked activities. About 80% of the activities that were
classified as guided or open inquiry can be found in this top 50%.
As shown in Figure 3.4, activities ranked number 11 through 26 tended to have
similar interest scores. This indicates that students considered most of the lower ranked
activities to be similar in situational interest. The range in SI score across these 17 activities
is 0.63 (from 5.41 to 4.78). The two activities from traditional lab 4 (sedimentary and
metamorphic rock identification tables, ranked as numbers 25 and 26) received a SI score of
4.8 and 4.78 out of 10, indicating that these activities were considered to be about the same
SI level and that they were close to the same interest level as most of the other lower scoring
activities. A significant change occurs at numbers 27 (lab 3 traditional: mineral ID table) and
28 (lab 3 traditional: igneous rock ID table). These two activities received a SI score of 4.5
and 4.34 respectively. The range from activity 26 to activity 28 is 0.44. This indicates that
there is a large drop off in SI that occurs over these last two activities that is not present
between any of the other low scoring items.
The scores of the top 10 SI activities tend to be more widely distributed, with a range
of 2.0. The largest difference (1.06) in SI can be observed from number 1 (lab 3 revised:
mineral cookie mining) to number 2 (lab 2: plate boundary physical modeling). This suggests
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that students were significantly more interested in the mineral cookie mining activity than
they were in any other activity surveyed throughout the course.
The difference in situational interest (SI) between the traditional and revised rock and
mineral identification activities can also be seen in Table 5. The revised cooperative learning
mineral identification activity ranked as number 3 with a score of 6.29 while the traditional
mineral identification was ranked as number 27 with a score of 4.5. The igneous rock ID
activity was the only rock ID activity that was significantly different in SI between the
revised and traditional lab sections. The main change that was made to the rock ID activities
was to decrease the amount of samples that students were identifying. The mineral ID
activity was the only one of the ID activities that increased in inquiry level (from
confirmation to guided).
One explanation for why this traditional igneous rock ID activity was ranked the
lowest is that this activity occurred directly after the students had finished identifying 15
mineral samples in the traditional lab 3 (minerals and igneous rocks). The mineral
identification part of the lab took students about 2 hours out of the 2 hour and 45 minute class
period to complete. Most students expected to be close to finished with the lab at this time;
however, they were then given another box of 15 samples to ID before they were done. TAs
reported that students were often openly frustrated at this point in the lab and it is reasonable
to expect that these students would not report high situational interest in this activity. The
decision to revise lab 3 to only include minerals and to combine the three rock types into lab
4 eliminated this frustration for students. Another factor that could contribute to the
difference in SI is the decrease in the amount of samples that students are asked to ID (6
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igneous samples instead of 15). This is also the case for the revised sedimentary ID activity
(4 samples instead of 15) and metamorphic ID activity (5 samples instead of 15). This sums
to a total of 15 rock samples that students have to ID in the revised rock lab (lab 4) as
opposed to 45 samples in the traditional labs. While the difference in SI is insignificant for
the sedimentary and metamorphic ID activities, the small increase observed in SI from the
traditional to the revised lab ID activities could be attributed to the decrease in the number of
samples that students observe.
Overall results of this study show a significant positive correlation between activity
SI score and activity inquiry level, suggesting that about 24% of the total variability in
interest score can be explained by inquiry level. This indicates that students are more likely
to be interested in an activity that involves guided or open inquiry. This evidence supports
hypothesis 1a: a higher level of student inquiry in the rock and mineral labs will result in a
higher level of student situational interest in rock and mineral lab activities.
Sources of Situational Interest: An insight into why students were more interested in
certain activities, specifically the cookie mining activity which was overwhelmingly rated as
the most interesting, can be observed from student responses to the final survey that asked
them to choose one of the top three ranked activities and to explain why that activity was
interesting. Out of the 130 students in the revised sections who responded to the survey, 98
students chose to discuss why the cookie mining activity was interesting (table #), indicating
that this activity was more engaging to these students than the other two choices. As could be
expected with any activity involving food, 11 of the 98 students mentioned that the activity
was interesting because they got to eat a cookie. There were also 45 responses explaining that
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the activity was relevant to society or to their own interests and 36 that mentioned how the
activity was like a game or that it was fun and allowed the students to be creative. These
responses are important because they show that it was not the food aspect of this activity that
made it interesting to a majority of students.
The most frequently coded response for why an activity was interesting was that it
was relevant to the real world or to the student’s career interests. This response was most
often in association with the mineral cookie mining activity from revised lab 3, the
groundwater consulting case from lab 11, and the discovering plate boundaries activity from
lab 2. Students also reported that interesting activities were “fun” or that they were similar to
a game. This response was most often associated with the groundwater consulting case, in
which students engage in a “battleship” like activity to find the extent of a well leak. Another
common response was that the activity was “hands on” and that it allowed the students to be
creative. This source of situational interest was identified as “physical activity” in Palmer’s
study (Palmer, 2009). Similarly to the present study’s hands on category, Palmer (2009)
allocated responses to the physical activity category if the students indicated that they were
interested by making or by doing something themselves. Another source of situational
interest that was similar between these two studies was termed “working in groups” in the
present study and termed “social involvement” in Palmer’s (2009) analysis. This is the extent
of the overlap of sources of situational interest found in these two studies. The other main
sources of situational interest identified in Palmer’s study were learning, choice, and novelty.
It is reasonable to expect that not all of these sources would be present in the current study
because students were asked to explain why one activity was interesting, while students in
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Palmer’s study were asked to explain why different parts (demonstration, proposal,
experiment, report) of an entire science lesson were interesting.
The most common responses for why an activity was not interesting to students were
that the activity was boring, that it was hard or confusing, and that it was not relevant to the
real world or to the student’s career interests. Students described a boring activity to be one
that was tedious and repetitive. Students most often associated all of these categories with the
mineral and igneous rock ID activities. Based on this analysis of all of these responses, it
seems that the ideal activity for promoting situational interest is one that is presented in a
game-like format and involves students working in groups to solve real world problems by
designing their own methods and procedures. For example, the mineral mining activity and
the groundwater consulting case both involve all of these aspects and scored high in SI. It is
especially important for instructors that teach introductory courses to use this information
when planning course materials because situational interest has been linked to subsequent
course choices (Harackiewicz et al., 2008).

5.2 Inquiry Level and Perceptions of Relevance (Hypothesis 1b):
Lab 5 (campus walking tour) was analyzed as a control to ensure that there was no
difference between the traditional and revised lab student’s perceptions of relevance for a lab
that was the same for both groups. Results showed that there was no significant difference on
any of the 10 relevance items between the revised and traditional lab students. It is therefore
assumed that any differences observed in perceptions of relevance for labs 3 and 4 are due to
differences in the labs.
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Results of the comparison of each item in the ten-item perceptions of relevance
survey for lab 3 between the traditional lab students (minerals and igneous rocks) and the
revised lab students (minerals) revealed a significant difference for the following 5 items
(numbered based on the survey numbers):
1) Examples within the mineral lab made the content relevant to me.
3) Exercises or explanations experienced in the mineral lab demonstrated the importance
of the concept.
4) The mineral lab material made it explicitly clear how the material related to my career
goals or my life in general.
6) The mineral lab material allowed me to apply content to my own interests.
9) Discussion during the mineral lab helped me understand the relevance of the topic.
Item numbers 1, 3, 4, and 9 are most likely attributed to the real world association of
the mineral cookie mining exercise. The increase in relevance score for item number 6 is
likely due to the business aspect of the mineral mining activity. On the final SI survey that
asked students to explain why this activity was interesting, numerous students reported that
they liked trying to make a profit with their hypothetical mining company. Students often felt
inclined to add that business was their major, so it makes sense that these students would be
more likely to consider this activity relevant to their own interests. Students could have also
considered this lab to be more relevant than the traditional lab because one activity had them
observe common household items and to identify what minerals were present in each item. It
is possible that the increase in student perceptions of relevance are due more to the topics of
mining and mineral uses than to the increased inquiry level of the lab.
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When we compare the 10 items for lab 4 (traditional: sedimentary and metamorphic
rocks; revised: rocks), there is only a significant difference for item number 9: “Discussion
during the rock lab helped me understand the relevance of the topic”. “Discussion” in terms
of this survey item could refer to the written text that is present in the lab that provides
students with necessary information or to conversation experienced within the student’s lab
group while completing the lab. The revised lab contains an abbreviated but almost identical
version of the written text provided for the students from the traditional lab. It is therefore
assumed that the change in this survey item resulted from student conversations during the
lab. A higher inquiry level in some of the activities present in this lab could be the cause of
this change, since higher inquiry level activities generally require students to communicate
more. While this could be the case for this one survey item, the other nine items were not
significantly different. This indicates that perceptions of relevance in this lab were not
different with an increase in inquiry level.
A more complete picture of the relationship between relevance and inquiry level can
be seen when all 11 labs are analyzed based on total lab inquiry score and average lab
relevance score. We found that total lab inquiry score could explain about 22% of the total
variability in lab relevance score. Results of this study show that there is a positive
relationship between average lab relevance score and total lab inquiry score, but that this
correlation is not statistically significant.
The increase in student perceptions of relevance that was observed in the students
who participated in the revised mineral lab during this study provides support for hypothesis
1b: a higher level of student inquiry in the rock and mineral labs will result in a higher level
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of student perceptions of relevance in these labs. This increase in student perceptions of
relevance also suggests that these students have a better understanding of how this topic
impacts society and their lives in general. The Earth Science Literacy Initiative defines earth
science literacy as an ability to understand that the Earth influences the lives of humans and
that humans influence the Earth (Wysession et al., 2012). Students in the revised lab seem to
have an increased awareness of the relevance of minerals to their own lives and therefore
may be considered more earth science literate than the students in the traditional lab.

5.3 Inquiry Level and Academic Performance (Hypothesis 1c):
Student scores on three post-lab assignments (from labs 3, 4, and 5) and 16 questions
from the midterm exam were analyzed to determine if students in the revised higher inquiry
labs performed better than students in the traditional lower inquiry labs. Results of the postlab assessment from lab 3 showed that students in the revised lab scored significantly better
when asked to explain why color was not a good property to use for mineral identification.
The cooperative learning mineral identification activity that was classified as guided inquiry
is most likely the cause of this increase in performance. Students in the revised lab observed
multiple samples of the same mineral when they got into their expert groups, while students
in the traditional lab only observed one sample of each mineral. The following response to
the post-lab question is from a student that participated in the cooperative learning mineral
identification activity: “When we split up into our “expert” groups…, and I was comparing
my sample of orthoclase to another student’s sample, the colors were quite different.” This
student response highlights the effectiveness of this activity in making students understand
the unreliability of mineral color as a physical property for identification. During the activity,
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students often expressed surprise when they made the discovery that their assigned minerals
could be different colors. This suggests that the higher inquiry level of this activity forced
students to confront the misconception that all samples of a mineral would look the same.
Performance on the triple Venn diagram post-lab exercise for lab 4 was also
significantly higher for students in the revised lab. The only difference in inquiry level
between the identification activities in the revised and traditional labs was the way in which
students were presented with the rocks (confirmation vs. guided inquiry). In the revised lab
students were not told which rock type their 15 samples were, only that six were igneous,
four were sedimentary, and five were metamorphic. Traditional lab students were told which
rock type they were being asked to identify, and were asked to identify 15 samples of each
rock type. The most likely explanation for the increase in performance is that the increase in
inquiry level caused the revised students to spend more time analyzing the difference
between the three rock types in order to sort their 15 rocks first by rock type. Another
explanation for this improvement is that students were better able to compare and contrast the
three rock types when they learned about them together in one lab. It is possible that igneous
rock information was not as fresh to students in the traditional lab because they had this
information during lab 3. It is important to note that students in the traditional labs observed
30 more rock samples and spent about 45 minutes extra on rock identification activities than
the revised lab students.
Results of the post-lab assessment from lab 5 showed that students in the revised lab
scored significantly better when asked to identify three mineral samples in a box of 12 rock
and mineral samples (question 1). This is attributed to the fact that students in the revised lab
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were able to spend more time on mineral identification process skills during the cooperative
learning identification activity because they were able to analyze and interpret their results
within a group of students who were identifying their same minerals. This increase in
performance was not due to the fact that students in the revised lab had more lab time to
identify minerals. Even though the revised lab 3 only contained mineral content instead of
minerals and igneous rocks, the cookie mining activity took up the time that would normally
have been spent on igneous rocks in the traditional lab. This meant that students in the
revised lab were spending the same amount of time on mineral identification as the
traditional lab students, only with fewer samples. Students in the traditional lab were focused
on identifying all 15 mineral samples, so they did not have as much time to focus on
analyzing and interpreting their results. The improvement in student academic achievement
when the focus is on process skills as opposed to amount of content is an important result of
this study because it suggests that quality is more important than the quantity of content that
students are exposed to. This provides support for the idea that “less is more”, which has
been proposed by other research studies (Sundberg et al., 1994; Hoskins & Stevens, 2009;
Luckie et al., 2012).
No significant difference between the revised and traditional lab students was
observed on questions 2 and 3 on post-lab 5. It was not expected that question 3 would be
different, because this question was about content from lab 5, which was the same for both
groups (the rock cycle). It was also not surprising to find that students in both versions of the
lab were able to identify at least one mineral and one igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic
rock from the box of 12 (question 2). However, students in the revised lab did significantly
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better when asked to identify yet another sample of each category from the remaining 8
samples (extra credit question). The more obvious samples had already been identified in
question 2, so students were left with samples that truly tested their identification abilities. In
addition to performing better on this question, students in the revised lab were also more
likely (76.2% compared with 71.6%) to attempt this extra credit question, which suggests
that they were more confident in their abilities to identify the samples.
The final and most compelling academic performance result of this study is that
revised lab students performed significantly better on the rock and mineral content portion of
the course midterm exam. This result is even more significant when one considers that
students in the revised lab identified half the number of rock and mineral samples than the
traditional lab students identified (30 versus 60 samples). Once again, support for the idea
that a deeper focus on less content contributes to greater student learning than an emphasis
on more content was observed (Sundberg et al., 1994; Hoskins & Stevens, 2009; Luckie et
al., 2012). This result also provides evidence to support the idea that the revised lab students
understood the process of mineral and rock identification better than students in the
traditional lab due to the higher inquiry level of the lab.
Overall performance results show that students in the revised lab scored significantly
better on all three post-labs and had a higher midterm exam average on the rock and mineral
portion of the exam than students in the traditional labs. This provides support for hypothesis
1c: a higher level of student inquiry in the rock and mineral labs will result in a higher level
of student academic achievement in the content areas of these labs.
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5.4 Academic Performance and Situational Interest (Hypothesis 2a):
No significant relationship between SI score and performance was found in this
study, which suggests that the temporary nature of SI does not have a lasting affect on future
exam performance. Students in the revised lab reported being more interested in the higher
inquiry rock and mineral activities than students in the traditional lab. It was expected that if
a student was more interested in a particular activity, he or she would spend more time
engaging in that activity. This engagement was expected to lead to higher academic
achievement on the midterm exam by students with higher SI scores. While students in the
revised lab were generally more interested in the activities and performed better on the exam,
results indicate that this increase in performance was not due to SI. Rotgans et al. (2011)
reported that there is little evidence for the intuitive assumption that SI will increase
academic achievement. The authors argue that situational interest must be expressed in taskrelevant (observable engagement) behaviors first, indicating that interest can only indirectly
influence academic achievement (Rotgans & Schmidt, 2011). The authors also point out that
using student self-reported levels of SI is insufficient in predicting academic achievement
because SI must first be translated into active engagement with the material (Rotgans &
Schmidt, 2011). This was a limit to the current study because it was impractical for the
primary researcher to take observations of how each student in the different lab sections
interacted with each activity that was rated. The conclusion that SI is insufficient in
predicting academic achievement seems to be supported in the present study, suggesting that
there was no support for hypothesis 2a: academic performance will be higher for students
exhibiting higher situational interest.
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Note that only performance on rock and mineral content on a course midterm exam,
which accounted for about 5.7 percent of a student’s overall course grade (51 points out of
900 points), was used as the performance measure. A better understanding of the relationship
between performance and SI could have been gleaned from using all parts of the midterm
and final exams as well as overall course grades. While this information was not feasible for
the primary researcher to collect during this study due to the fact that TA grading methods
vary, it is possible that there could be a link between student situational interest and their
immediate performance on that particular lab.
Another limitation when testing for the relationship between SI and performance is
observed in the fact that SI in the rock and mineral content was based off of an average using
4-6 activities taken from labs 3 and 4. There were many more parts to each of these labs that
were not surveyed because there was a concern that students would become fatigued with all
of the surveys that they had to complete. It is possible that these activities could have
significantly changed the average SI scores.

5.5 Academic Performance and Perceptions of Relevance (Hypothesis 2b):
This study also found no significant relationship between student perceptions of
relevance and midterm exam performance. Similarly to SI, it was expected that students who
perceived a lab to be more relevant would engage more in the activities within that lab. This
engagement was expected to lead to higher academic achievement on the midterm exam by
students with higher average perception of relevance scores. While students in the revised
labs generally considered the labs to be more relevant and they performed better on the
midterm exam, results indicate that this increase in performance was not due to increased
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perceptions of relevance. This result was supported in the initial study by Warren (2011) in
which the perception of relevance survey was created. The author found no correlation
between student performances on a standardized test in a public speaking course and their
perceptions of content relevance (Warren, 2011). A potential problem that the author pointed
out in regards to this conclusion was that there were multiple instructors teaching the same
public speaking course and that it was possible that not all of the students were taught the
same content (Warren, 2011). The current study eliminated this concern, because all TAs had
to teach the exact same labs. This result indicates that there does not seem to be a link
between a student’s perception of content relevance and their academic performance. This
suggests that hypothesis 2b: academic performance will be higher for students exhibiting
higher perceptions of relevance, was unsupported in this study.
One again, a potential limit to this conclusion is that only performance on half of a
course midterm exam was used as the performance measure. Similarly to SI, there is a
possibility that there could be a link between student perceptions of lab content relevance and
their immediate performance on that particular lab.

5.6 Situational Interest and Perceptions of Relevance (Hypothesis 3):
The final hypothesis tested in this study was whether or not student situational
interests in a few activities within a lab could predict the student’s perceptions of relevance
for that lab. SI and relevance scores had a positive correlation in 8 out of the 10 labs
surveyed in the course, indicating that students who exhibited more situational interest in
select activities within a lab were more likely to report that the overall lab was more relevant.
This was the case for all labs except for lab 1 (scientific method) and lab 5 (campus walking
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tour). A possible explanation for why relevance and situational interest did not relate for lab
1 is that students could have circled the numbers that they thought they should put on the
relevance survey since this was the first time they had completed one. Evidence for this
explanation can be seen in the fact that lab 1 received the highest average relevance score out
of all 10 labs that were surveyed. This was unexpected because when students are asked on
the final exam to pick the most relevant labs that were taught in the course and to explain
why they are relevant to society, students overwhelming pick the earthquake and
groundwater labs, which are labs 9 and 11. Very few students pick lab 1 for this question,
suggesting that at the end of the course the students did not believe that this lab was as
relevant as the others.
Another explanation for why relevance and situational interests did not relate for lab
1 is that perceptions of relevance were simply higher at the beginning of the course than they
were at the end. This result was observed in a study conducted by Himschoot (2012). Student
perceptions of the relevance of science declined after they had participated in a college nonmajor introductory biology course (Himschoot, 2012). While this could be the case as well in
the present study, the final exam question in which students reported that the earthquake and
the groundwater labs were the most relevant labs taught in the course provides more support
for the idea that students simply over-reported their perceptions of the relevance of lab 1.
Relevance and average SI scores also did not relate for lab 5. It is unclear why this
was the case, since the explanations for this phenomena in lab 1 cannot be applied to lab 5. A
possible limitation to using average SI scores in this analysis is that we only collected SI
information for 2-4 activities that were present within an entire lab. While these activities
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usually accounted for a high percentage of the student’s lab grade, it is possible that using an
average SI score with 2-4 numbers did not capture the overall SI. While it would have been
more significant to calculate an average SI score using all of the activities present in the lab,
this was not feasible for the present study because it is to be expected that fatigue would have
played a significant role in the student responses.
Because of the result that SSI and perceptions of content relevance scores positively
correlated in 8 out of the 10 labs surveyed in the course, hypothesis 3: situational interest in
specific activities within a lab will affect a student’s perception of relevance in the overall
content of that lab, was supported. Results of this study suggest that students who exhibited
higher levels of situational interest are also more likely to report that the content is relevant.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to test the relationships between inquiry, student
situational interest, perceptions of relevance, and academic achievement. The following
hypotheses were found to be supported in this study:
1a: A higher level of student inquiry in the rock and mineral labs resulted in a higher
level of student situational interest in rock and mineral lab activities.
1b: A higher level of student inquiry in the rock and mineral labs resulted in a higher
level of student perceptions of relevance in these labs.
1c: A higher level of student inquiry in the rock and mineral labs resulted in a higher
level of student academic achievement in the content areas of these labs.
3: Situational interest in specific activities within a lab increased a student’s
perception of relevance in the overall content of that lab.
These results suggest that the extra effort involved in both teaching and preparing
high-level inquiry activities provides a benefit to students. Teaching students who exhibit
more situational interests and higher perceptions of relevance is also beneficial to instructors.
This study also found that situational interest and perceptions of content relevance
had no impact on student academic achievement, indicating that:
2a: academic performance was not higher for students exhibiting higher situational
interest.
2b: academic performance was not higher for students exhibiting higher perceptions
of content relevance.
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These results suggest that inquiry level was the primary factor in influencing student
performance. However, the lack of influence that situational interest and perceptions of
content relevance seem to have on academic achievement does not make them any less
important. Greater situational interest and perceptions of content relevance are important
factors in attracting potential majors to any field of study. It is especially important for the
Geosciences at North Carolina State University because most majors transfer into these fields
after taking an introductory course instead of coming straight into the programs. These
factors are also important because the increase in perceptions of relevance observed in the
higher inquiry lab students is believed to have also increased their earth science literacy. This
study also concluded that students exhibiting higher levels of situational interest reported
higher perceptions of content relevance, indicating that situational interest by association also
effects earth science literacy. If the end goal is to create a society that is more scientific
literate, it is important that academic performance not be the only deciding factor.
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Appendix A: Pre-Test
Pre-Test: Rocks and Minerals

Name (print): _______________________
Lab Section: __________________

1. Which is a reliable physical property of minerals?
(A) brightness
(B) color
(C) shape
(D) hardness
2. Where are volcanic rocks found?
(A) Mostly on islands or in the ocean
(B) Mostly near the equator
(C) Mostly on the edges of continents
(D) Almost anywhere
3. How can rocks in the ocean be formed? Choose all the apply.
(A) By animals
(B) From continental rocks
(C) By volcanic activity
4. What is the relationship between rock formation and Earth’s surface?
(A) Most rocks form underground and reach the Earth’s surface as melted rock moves
(B) Most rocks form underground and reach the Earth’s surface as other rocks are
destroyed
(C) Most rocks for underground and never reach the Earth’s surface
(D) Most rocks form at the Earth’s surface and stay there for a long time
5. Concrete is formed by adding cement and water to a mixture of sand and gravel. This
could be best seen as an analogy for the formation of what type of sedimentary rock?
(A) Chemical
(B) Clastic
(C) Biochemical
6. What is the difference between a rock and a mineral?
(A) minerals are composed of rocks
(B) there is no difference between a rock and a mineral
(C) rocks are harder than minerals
(D) rocks are composed of minerals
7. The graph below illustrates how the temperature changed with time for part of the rock
cycle. Which of the following processes is best represented by the graph?
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(A) sediment is lithified to form sedimentary rock
(B) sedimentary rocks are converted to metamorphic rocks
(C) metamorphic rocks are uplifted to Earth’s surface
(D) magma cools to form plutonic igneous rock
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Appendix B: Post-Lab Assessment Questions
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Appendix C: Midterm Exam Assessment Questions
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Appendix D: Revised Lab 3: Minerals
Name: _______________________________________

Lab 3: Minerals
Purpose: Geologists use various consistent features to identify minerals. Although there are
thousands of minerals on Earth, there are not that many that are frequently found in rocks.
The same mineral found in different parts of the world will look the same and have
characteristic features and a consistent chemical composition. Minerals help us identify
rocks and rocks tell us volumes about the history of Earth. Learning to identify minerals and
rocks is a key first step in learning more about our planet.
Objectives: When you have completed this lab you should be able to
1. Describe how to classify minerals using their principal physical properties. These include
hardness, cleavage, color, streak, luster, crystal form, reaction to acid, and taste.
2. Use their physical properties to identify the following minerals which are present in many
common types of rock:
amphibole
halite
quartz
calcite
olivine
plagioclase feldspar biotite mica pyroxene
orthoclase feldspar
pyrite
3. Describe the considerations that must be taken into account when planning a mining
operation.
Materials:
One mineral ID kit
Various labeled mineral samples in boxes
Bulk unlabeled samples of quartz and halite (not the nice ones in the boxes)
Glass plate, steel nail, penny, and streak plate, Rock hammer, Zip-loc bag, Hand lens
Two different types of chocolate chip cookies. (with differing amounts of chocolate chips)
Flat/Pointed Toothpicks, Paper Clips, Extra graphing paper, stop watch
Each group will have two boxes with 15 compartments containing different minerals or
igneous rocks. The compartments are numbered from 1-15. Compartment #1 is on the left of
the back row of the box. Compartment #15 is in the front right corner and contains a sheetlike mineral. The compartments are numbered as follows:
Back of box (with hinges)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Front of Box
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Part I: Mineral Properties (4 points)
Rocks and minerals can tell you a lot about the geology of an area. It is therefore important to
be able to identify the minerals that comprise rocks in order to accurately identify a specific
rock type. Each mineral has a unique set of physical characteristics that geologist use to
identify it.

Activity 1: How do geologists identify minerals?
You are a Geologist working in Raleigh, North Carolina. While working to uncover the
geologic history of Lake Johnson, your group discovers two unknown minerals.
Compare and contrast the two minerals provided. Your job is to come up with as many ways
of classifying each mineral as you can. You do not have to give the minerals a name. An
example of how you might classify them is provided for you in row one.
Use your senses! You must have at least five (including the one given). If you get stuck, use
the tools that you brought with you in the “field”. These are the tools in the bag on your desk.

Classification

Mineral 1

Mineral 2

1) Color
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Background:
Hardness:
Minerals can be ranked by their relative hardness based on their ability to scratch one
another. Glass can scratch a penny but a penny cannot scratch glass. Ten common minerals
make up Mohs hardness scale with harder minerals scratching softer minerals (see Table 1).
For comparison, a finger nail is 2.5 on the Mohs scale, a copper penny would rank around 3
and glass or a steel nail would be 5.5.
Table 1: Hardness Scales
Mohs Hardness Scale
1
Talc
2
Gypsum
3
Calcite
4
Fluorite
5
Apatite
6
Feldspar
7
Quartz
8
Topaz
9
Corundum
10
Diamond

Absolute Hardness
1
2
9
21
48
72
100
200
400
1500

Cleavage and Fracture:
Depending on how their atoms are arranged, minerals may break along specific surfaces of
weakness called cleavage planes. It is easy to confuse cleavage surfaces (perfectly planar
surfaces along which the crystal broke) with crystal faces (the edges of the crystal as it grew).
Cleavage planes mark those parts of the mineral where ions are connected by relatively weak
bonds. For example, salt (the mineral halite) breaks into cubes along three sets of weak
planes. Muscovite mica has a single series of cleavage planes that causes it to separate into
sheets. Some minerals, such as quartz, have no cleavage planes and consequently break with
an irregular fracture pattern.
Other Properties:
•

Color: Minerals come in a variety of colors. Examples of common dark-colored (black,
dark brown, dark green) minerals are amphibole and biotite mica. Common light-colored
(white, gray, translucent) minerals are quartz and calcite. However, we must be careful in
using color to identify minerals because some minerals can be found in a wide range of
colors. Impurities can change the color of a mineral, especially if the mineral tends to be
clear when pure. For example, quartz can be clear, pink, purple, black or almost any
color you can think of. For some minerals, color doesn't vary much at all; so it can be
used to help identify the mineral.

•

Crystal Form - Mineral crystals form with specific shapes when they have lots of room
to grow. For example, we often find well-formed crystals in caves where the mineral is
precipitated out of solution and can grow outward from the cave wall into the open
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interior of the cave. The shape of a mineral crystal is related to the way the chemical
bonds form. Common shapes are prisms, pyramids, needles, cubes, and sheets. Note that
the crystal form represents the outside of the crystal; cleavage represents planes in the
crystal interior.
•

Luster - how light is reflected from a mineral. Non-metallic or metallic.

•

Streak - the mark formed when a mineral is scratched across an unglazed piece of
porcelain. For example, gold creates a yellow streak.

•

Acid test - the common mineral calcite creates bubbles of carbon dioxide gas when
exposed to acids.

•

Magnetism - magnetite is magnetic.

•

Taste - halite (salt) has a salty taste (take our word for it unless you are willing to
lick a mineral that has been handled by many students before you).

Activity 2: Mineral Property Stations
Below are several activities to get you acquainted with some mineral properties. As you work
through the activities, fill out the chart below representing the first three minerals in your
mineral kit. Use the mineral identification keys attached to identify the mineral names. Check
with your instructor when you are done to make sure you have everything correct before
moving on.
Mineral Identification Table: (5 points: 1 for each category)
Com. Hardness
1
2

Color

Cleavage/Fracture Luster

6

Mineral name
Pyrite

Cleavage

3

Station 1: Hardness
Follow the procedure below to determine the range of hardness for minerals 1-3 in the
mineral identification table above.
Step 1: Place the piece of glass flat on the lab table. With some pressure, drag the mineral
specimen across the piece of glass. Rub off any powder that may have formed. If no mark
remains, go to step 2. If a mark remains, the mineral is harder than the glass; i.e. it has a
hardness greater than 5.5. Write “> 5.5” on the appropriate line of the mineral ID table.
Step 2: If the specimen does not scratch glass, the mineral is softer than glass and has a
hardness of less than 5.5. Drag the mineral specimen across the copper penny. If the
mineral fails to scratch the penny, go to step 3. If the mineral scratches the penny, its
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hardness is between 3 and 5.5. Write “between 3 and 5.5” on the appropriate line of the
table above.
Step 3: If the mineral cannot scratch a penny, its hardness is less than 3. Try to scratch the
mineral with your fingernail. If you're successful, the hardness of the specimen is less
than 2.5. Write “<2.5” on the appropriate line of the table above. If you fail to scratch the
specimen, its hardness is between 2.5 and 3. Write “between 2.5 and 3” on the
appropriate line of the table above. Go on to the next specimen.
Station 2: Cleavage and Fracture (3 points)
Obtain unlabeled samples of quartz and halite (DO NOT bash the labeled samples in the
boxes).
i. Examine and then break the samples as follows. Before you break each sample,
sketch it in the appropriate box of the table below. Use a hand lens as appropriate.
ii. Place a mineral specimen on the table and hit it carefully with the hammer until it
breaks.
iii. Sketch the broken pieces in the appropriate box of the table below.
iv. Describe how the mineral broke (did it cleave or fracture or both?)
v. Fill in whether minerals 1-3 in the ID table exhibit cleavage or fracture. (C or F)

“Before” Sketch

“After” Sketch

Cleavage or
fracture?

quartz

halite
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Station 3: Other Properties
Color Activity: Note the colors of the first three minerals in the color column of the mineral
identification table.
Answer the questions that follow:
1. Which sample(s) out of all of the 15 samples in your mineral identification kit exhibits
crystal form? (compartment numbers) (1 point)
2. Describe the luster of the first three minerals in the luster column of the mineral
identification table (use only the following terms: metallic, glassy, pearly).
3. What is the color of streak for the brassy mineral in compartment #1 of your mineral kit?
_______________________ (1 point)
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Activity 3: Cooperative Learning Mineral Identification
Instructions:
- Each group member will be assigned one of the following letters, and you will identify the
minerals in the corresponding compartment numbers using the techniques described above.
Four Person Group:
A: Mineral in compartments 4,5, and 6.
B: Compartments 7, 8, and 9.
C: Compartments 10, 11, and 12.
D: Compartments 13, 14, and 15.

Three person Group:
A: Compartments 4, 5, 6, and 7.
B: Compartments 8, 9, 10, and 11.
C: Compartments 12, 13, 14, and 15.

Possible Initial Setup:

- Work independently to become an “expert” at identifying your assigned minerals. Complete
the rows on the mineral identification table on the following page for your minerals.
- Once you have identified your minerals, you will get into “expert groups” with students
assigned your same minerals. In other works, all the A’s will get together, all the B’s, and so
on.
Setup After Rotation:

- Bring your samples to the “expert group” meeting. Do not mix them up! Your “expert
group” will compare samples, discuss the results of your identification, and work out any
discrepancies.
- When your expert group comes to a consensus, return to your original groups. You will
now teach your minerals to the other members of your group and write down information
about the minerals that your teammates identified to complete the ID table.
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Mineral Identification Table
(10 points: 1 for each mineral name)
Com. Hardness

Color

Cleavage/Fracture Luster

Mineral name

4
5

1

6

Metallic, earthy
Gray

7

C

8
9

White
7

Quartz

10
11
12

adamantine (very
shiny)

Glassy
6
Black/ Dark
green

13

Glassy

14

15

Cleavage
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Part II: Identifying Minerals in Rocks
In actual field situations, it is rare to find nice mineral samples lying around. Usually,
geologists have to use small samples of minerals found inside of rocks to identify them. You
now have a bag of tricks for identifying minerals. It is time to see if you can apply the
information that you have learned.
Mineral Identification Activity: Identify minerals in unknown samples. Use what you
have learned to determine the three most common minerals in rocks A and B. (2 pts)

a) Minerals in Rock A: 1.
2.
3.

b) Minerals in Rock B: 1.
2.
3.

c) Besides color, how do you think the different mineralogy of the two rock
samples influences their physical properties? (Hint: think about Lab 1.) (1 pt)
d) Based on your answer above and your knowledge of plate tectonics and
Earth’s crust which rocks are closer in composition to the continental and
oceanic crust?
Ocean crust:

Continental crust:
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Part III: Ore Deposits
An ore is a naturally occurring mineral or rock from which a valuable or useful substance,
especially a metal, can be profitably mined or extracted. They include associations of
elements such as lithium, copper, gold, and zinc. Among these, deposits of rare earth
elements and other precious and semi-precious metals are vital to current technologies upon
which society depends.
Below are some descriptions of important elements found in minerals and ore deposits. Read
each description and match the compartment number of the correct mineral from your
identification kit that goes with each description.

1) Gold is often found near quartz veins associated with granites (an igneous rock). Which
mineral sample is associated with where you might find gold? (1/2 point)

2) The chief ore of zinc is the mineral sphalerite. Zinc is used as an anti-corrosive agent in
other metal products. 50% of the worlds zinc is used in the process of galvanization, the
coating of other metals with iron or steel. This is used on chain-link fencing, bridges, metal
roofs, heat exchangers, and car bodies. Which mineral sample is where you would find zinc?
(1/2 point)

3) Lead-acid batteries are used in motor vehicles to provide the high current required by
automobile starter motors. The lead used in these batteries is often mined from the mineral
galena, a lead sulfide. Which sample is where you would find lead? (1/2 point)

4) Fluoride, a popular ingredient in toothpaste, comes from the mineral fluorite. This mineral
is often found as an accessory mineral in granite pegmatites. What mineral sample is where
you would find fluoride? (1/2 point)
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Part IV: Mineral Mining Exercise
Now that you are aware of how important the mining industry is, it is time to learn about how
mining works. In this activity, we will simulate a mining operation using cookies and
household tools. Many of the costs associated with real mining operations will be considered.
Your group is the owner of a new mining company in North Carolina. Like all businesses,
you hope to make a profit by the end of your operation.
Before you get started, read through the instructions on the next page under mining
regulations. If the banker (your instructor) becomes aware of any regulations that you have
failed to follow (for example, touching the cookie with your hands after you have started the
mining process), your group will be fined $200 dollars per incident!

Economic considerations for your company:
- A land area purchased from the bank.
a. Generic Chewy Chocolate Chip
$1200
b. Chips Ahoy Chocolate Chip
$800
- Mining equipment purchased from the bank.
a. Paper Clip
$500/each
c. Pointed Toothpick
$300/each
d. Flat Toothpick
$100/each
- The cost of labor is $50 per minute of mining for up to five minutes.
- The cost of reclamation is $500. Any square with crumbs/chocolate smears left over
will cost an extra $50 per square.
- The mined ore will be sold back to the bank.
a. Clean whole chips
$500
b. Chips with impurities
$250
(pieces of cookie)
c. Partial chips
$100
- The fine for touching the cookie with your hands is $200 dollars per offence.

Materials that your company will need:
-

One cookie (your group will choose one cookie out of the two different kinds)
Mining tools (pointed toothpick, flat toothpick, or paper clip)
Graphing paper
Stop watch
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Mining Regulations:
1. Obtain a sheet of graph paper and purchase a land area of your choice (cookie) from the
bank. Record the cost on your data sheet.
2. Purchase your choice of tools from the bank. Record this cost.
3. Trace the cookie on your graph paper. Determine and record the area of the cookie by
counting the number of squares that fall inside the line (partial squares count as full squares).
4. Place the cookie back inside the circle. When your company is ready, start the stopwatch
and begin mining your land. Be quick but efficient. Your company can only mine the cookie
for up to five minutes; however, you do not have to use all of this time. Remember, you are
paying labor costs of $50 per minute! You may no longer touch the cookie with anything
but your tools. Do not blow or touch crumbs that might fall around your cookie. Broken
tools will need to be replaced with new ones purchased from the bank. Each company
shareholder must mine the cookie at least once.
5. Dig out as many chocolate chips as possible. This represents ore that you will sell back to
the bank. Place chips on the side of your graph paper neatly so that the banker (your
instructor) can come around and buy your products when you are done.
6. When you have mined all of the ore that you can, stop the timer and record how many
minutes you spent mining the cookie.
7. When you are done mining, reclamation must be attempted. Try to place all that remains
of the cookie back into the circled area on the graph paper. You only get 1 minute, so time
yourself. Only use your mining tools. Record the number of squares containing leftover
crumbs (that were not a part of your original area). These squares represent unsuccessful
reclamation areas.
8. Record all calculations in the data table below.
9. All group members must fill in their own data sheet (on the next page) and turn it in with
the rest of their lab at the end of the lab period.
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Name of Mining Company ____________________________________
Cookie Information
Type:

Size: (# of squares)

Cost:
1.

Mining Tools
Type:

Quantity

Unit Price

Paper Clip

$500

Pointed Toothpick

$300

Flat Toothpick

$100

Cost

Tool Replacement Cost:
Total Mining Tools Cost: 2.

Mining Operation
Mining Time

Reclamation Time
1:00

Unit Cost
$50 / minute

Cost
3.

Total Mining Cost (1+2+3): 4.

Recovered Ore
Type

Quantity

Unit Price

Clean whole chip

$500

Chip
impurities
Partial Chip

$250

with

Value

$100
Total Value of Recovered Ore: 5.

Total Value of Mining Location (5-4) 6.
Reclamation Costs ($500 + unsuccessful square cost): 7.
Corporation Profit/Loss (6-7): 8.
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Questions for Mining Activity: Make sure that you answer all questions thoroughly to get
full credit!
1. Record cookie type, tools used, and profits/losses from your company on the board for
other groups to see. Which cookies and tools brought in the most profit? Would this
influence your choices if you were to do this activity again? (2 point)

2. Determine the percent of land that the mine originally occupied. Show calculations. (2
point)

3. Determine the percent of land occupied after your operation. Show calculations. (2 point)

4. What conclusions about real world mining can you draw from your calculations or from
the overall activity? (2 points)

5. Reflect on the shortcomings and strengths of this mining activity. What could be changed
in the experimental design to better reflect reality? (2 point)
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Part V: Mineral Uses
How do you use minerals on a daily basis? Copper is used in electric cables and wiring.
Quartz is used to manufacture computer chips, glass, and ceramics. Examples of products
that contain minerals are provided for you by your instructor. Match the minerals below to
the correct products. Some minerals might be in multiple products, but use them all at least
once. (1 point)
Things to consider:
- Mineral chemical formulas (provided below)
- Physical properties of the minerals
Product:
1) Toothpaste

A) Biotite Mica: (K(Mg,Fe)2-3Al1-2Si2-3O10(OH,F)2

2) Make-up

B) Talc: (Mg3Si4O10(OH)2)

3) Baby Powder

C) Calcite: (CaCO3)

4) Table Salt

D) Fluorite: (CaF2)

5) Tums

E) Halite: (NaCl)

Part VI: Using Mineral Identification
A company hires you as the leading geologist on their mining expedition. The company is
looking for the mineral sphalerite because of its zinc content. They have already done
preliminary mining in three locations and have collected samples for analysis. Examine the
company’s samples (provided by your instructor) and determine which mineral represents the
best location for sphalerite mining. (Which sample number is sphalerite?) (1 point)
Sample Number: _____
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Identification Key #1: Light-colored Minerals with non-metallic luster
1. Identify if your mineral has a metallic or non-metallic luster
• If metallic go to mineral key #3  If it is not metallic look at the color.
2. If the mineral is dark (brown, black, green) go to key #2
• Check the hardness
• Look for the presence or absence of cleavage
• Compare the other properties with the listed minerals to make an identification.
3. If the mineral is light-colored or colorless go to key #1
• Check the hardness
• Look for the presence or absence of cleavage
• Compare the other properties with the listed minerals to make an identification.
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Identification Key #2: Dark-colored Minerals with non-metallic luster
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Identification Key #3: Minerals with metallic luster

Andesite

rhyolite
diorite

peridotite gabbro

basalt

granite

H = 6.5; D = 5 g/cm3
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Appendix E: Traditional Lab 3: Minerals and Igneous Rocks
Name (print and sign): _________________________________________
Purpose: Geologists use various consistent features to identify minerals. Although there are
thousands of minerals on Earth, there are not that many that are frequently found in rocks.
The same mineral found in different parts of the world will look the same and have
characteristic features and a consistent chemical composition. Minerals help us identify
rocks and rocks tell us volumes about the history of Earth. Learning to identify minerals and
rocks is a key first step in learning more about our planet.
Objectives: When you have completed this lab you should be able to
1. Describe how to classify minerals using their principal physical properties. These include
hardness, cleavage, color, streak, luster, crystal form, reaction to acid, and taste.
2. Use their physical properties to identify the following minerals which are present in many
common types of rock:
amphibole
halite
quartz
calcite
olivine
plagioclase feldspar biotite mica pyroxene
orthoclase feldspar
pyrite
3. Distinguish among the following rock textures and describe their origins:
a. rock made of intergrown microscopic crystals
b. rock made of intergrown crystals that are big enough to see
c. rock made of a mixture of microscopic crystals and crystals big enough to see.
4. Examine an igneous rock and determine whether it (a) crystallized slowly deep
underground or (b) came out of a volcano or fissure and crystallized quickly on the
Earth's surface.
5. Identify six common types of igneous rocks.
Materials:
One mineral ID kit, one igneous rock ID kit
Various labeled mineral samples in boxes and igneous rock samples
Bulk unlabeled samples of quartz, halite and calcite (not the nice ones in the boxes)
Salt and pepper, glass plate, steel nail, penny, and streak plate
Rock hammer, Zip-loc bag, Hand lens
The compartments are numbered as follows:
Back of box (with hinges)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Front of Box
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Part I: Analysis of Two Igneous Rocks (8 pts)
Introduction: The basic “ingredients” of rocks are called minerals.
• All minerals have a crystalline structure. In other words, the atoms that make up minerals
are arranged in regular geometric patterns.
• In all specimens of the same mineral (quartz, for example), the internal geometric
arrangement of the atoms is the same. However, it is possible for the outsides of two
crystals of the same mineral to have quite different shapes, especially if they bumped into
other crystals as they grew (for example, not all quartz crystals have a perfect six-sided
prism shape).

Activity: Carefully examine two igneous rocks, labeled “A” and “B” (2 pts)
Rocks A and B have some similarities and differences. Each rock contains common rock
forming minerals. Describe the similarities and differences between the rocks as clearly and
accurately as you can.
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Part II: Mineral Properties
Rocks are aggregates of minerals in much the same way that mountains are aggregates of
rocks. It is therefore important for us as geologists to be able to identify the minerals that
comprise rocks to be able to accurately identify a specific rock type. Each mineral has a
unique set of physical characteristics that geologist exploit to identify each mineral. Physical
properties that are of particular use in identifying minerals are hardness, cleavage, color,
luster, and other properties exclusive to specific minerals.
Below are several activities that will get you acquainted will some mineral properties. As you
work through these activities begin to fill out the mineral identification chart on page 10.
Each group will go to a different mineral “station” and answer the corresponding questions.
There are four stations:
• Hardness
• Cleavage 1
• Cleavage 2
• Color and other properties
Hardness: Which is harder, glass or a copper penny? Suppose that you do not already know
and have a piece of each, what experiment could you do to determine which is harder?
Minerals can be ranked by their relative hardness based on their ability to scratch one
another. As it turns out, glass can scratch a penny but a penny cannot scratch glass. Ten
common minerals make up Mohs hardness scale with harder minerals scratching softer
minerals (see Table 1). Minerals not in the table are ranked relative to these. For example, a
mineral that could scratch feldspar but not quartz would have a hardness of approximately
6.5. Quartz can scratch feldspar or any mineral with a lower Mohs scale number, but could
not scratch a mineral with a higher number.
Softer minerals with low rankings on the scale are more likely to break down on Earth’s
surface while harder minerals are more likely to survive. That is one reason why the sand on
a beach is almost always quartz; most of the other minerals with lower ranking on Mohs
scale are broken down so that only quartz is left. Mohs scale is relative – that means it is
constructed based on one mineral’s ability to scratch another, not on their intrinsic hardness.
Therefore another system exists called the absolute hardness scale (Table 1). That scale
denotes hardness based on how much pressure must be applied to a diamond point moved
across a mineral before a scratch appears.
Table 1: Hardness Scales
Mohs Hardness Scale
1
Talc
2
Gypsum
3
Calcite
4
Fluorite
5
Apatite

Absolute Hardness
1
2
9
21
48
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6
7
8
9
10

Feldspar
Quartz
Topaz
Corundum
Diamond

72
100
200
400
1500

For comparison, a finger nail is 2.5 on the Mohs scale, a copper penny would rank around 3
and glass or a steel nail would be 5.5. You will use these common measures to estimate the
hardness of selected minerals in your mineral kit.
Station 1: Hardness Activity
Following the step-by-step procedure below, determine the potential range of hardness of the
minerals left blank in the hardness column of the mineral identification table. For these
minerals, hardness is an important diagnostic property (i.e. a physical property that makes it
easy to diagnose the presence of the mineral). (for points see Q#5)
Step 1: Place the piece of glass flat on the lab table. With some pressure, drag the mineral
specimen across the piece of glass. Rub off any powder that may have formed. If no
mark remains, go to step 2. If a mark remains, the mineral has scratched the glass
because it is harder than the glass; i.e. it has a hardness greater than 5.5. Write “> 5.5” on
the appropriate line of the mineral identification table. Go on to the next specimen.
Step 2: If the specimen does not scratch the glass, the mineral is softer than glass and has a
hardness of less than 5.5. Drag the mineral specimen across the copper penny. If the
mineral fails to scratch the penny, go to step 3. If the mineral scratches the penny, its
hardness is between that of a penny and a piece of glass (between 3 and 5.5). Write
“between 3 and 5.5” on the appropriate line of the table above. Go on to the next
specimen.
Step 3: If the mineral cannot scratch a penny, its hardness is less than 3. Try to scratch the
mineral with your fingernail. If you're successful, the hardness of the specimen is less
than 2.5. Write “<2.5” on the appropriate line of the table above. If you fail to scratch the
specimen, its hardness is between 2.5 and 3. Write “between 2.5 and 3” on the
appropriate line of the table above. Go on to the next specimen.

Fill in the hardness values in the Mineral Identification Table on p. 11.
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Cleavage: Depending on the how their
constituent atoms are arranged,
minerals may break along specific
surfaces of weakness called cleavage
planes. The concept of the
characteristic cleavage of a mineral
applies only to how a single crystal (or
a fragment of a single crystal) behaves.
Cleavage planes mark those parts of the
mineral where ions are connected by
relatively weak bonds. For example,
salt (the mineral halite) breaks into
cubes along three sets of weak planes.
Muscovite mica has a single series of
cleavage planes that causes it to
separate into sheets, much like a stack
of paper (see a. in figure).
In contrast, other minerals may have
multiple cleavage planes that define two
or more cleavage planes that may
intersect at different angles.
It is easy to confuse cleavage surfaces
(perfectly planar surfaces along which
the crystal broke) with crystal faces
(the edges of the crystal as it grew).
Most common minerals that exhibit cleavage will have one, two, or three cleavage
directions. Those cleavage directions
Types of cleavage. (a) One direction; (b) two
will generally form angles of around
directions that intersect at 90 degree angles; (c)
60°, 90° or 120°.
two directions that do not intersect at 90
degrees; (d) three directions intersecting at 90
degrees; (e) three directions that do not intersect
at 90 degree angles.

A true cleavage surface will often have
lots of surfaces parallel to it; all those
surfaces will reflect light at the same
angle, so that all those parallel surfaces
will “light up” as you turn the mineral
and catch the light at just the right angle.

Some minerals, such as quartz, have no cleavage planes and consequently break with an
irregular fracture pattern.
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Station 2: Cleavage Activity 1
a) Take a magnifying glass and compare common table salt (a mineral) to pepper (a
ground seed). Sketch what you see below and determine if the seasoning is
displaying cleavage or fracture using the information on page 5.
Salt

Pepper

Salt displays a ________________ pattern. Pepper displays a _____________pattern.
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b) Examine the samples of six minerals in the cleavage set. Do not break any of the
samples. Match the mineral to the number and direction of cleavage planes
without looking at the keys – the first one is done for you. Check with your TA
when you think you have the correct answers.
15. Biotite

Three directions at 90 o

16. Feldspar

Two directions at 90o

17. Amphibole

One direction

18. Halite

Four directions

19. Calcite

Two directions, not at 90 o

20. Fluorite

Three directions, not at 90 o

c) On the basis of cleavage and other properties, can you identify the samples of
these six minerals in your mineral identification kit? Write the numbers of the
appropriate places in your Mineral Identification table. (for points see Q #5).
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Station 3: Cleavage Activity 2: (3 pts)
Obtain unlabeled samples of quartz and halite
- Examine and then break the unlabeled samples as follows. Before you break each sample,
sketch it in the appropriate box of the table below, so that you remember what it looked like.
- One at a time, place each mineral specimen in the Zip-loc bag and hit it carefully with the
rock hammer until it breaks.
- Sketch the broken pieces in the appropriate box of the table below.
- Describe how the mineral broke (did it cleave or fracture or both?)
- Continue this process until you have determined the number of cleavage directions for each
of the minerals. Note the angles between the directions of cleavage (“90°” or “not 90°”).

“Before” Sketch

“After” Sketch

Cleavage
or
fracture?

# of cleavage
directions and angle
between them

quartz

halite

On the basis of cleavage and other properties, can you identify the samples of these minerals
in your mineral identification kit? Write the numbers of the appropriate compartments below
and in your Mineral Identification Table on p. 10.
Quartz: _____;

Halite _____;
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Station 4: Other Properties
Color: Minerals come in a variety of colors. Examples of common dark-colored (black, dark
brown, dark green) minerals are amphibole and biotite mica. The light-colored (white, gray,
translucent) minerals found in rocks that you might pick up around your house are typically
quartz and calcite. However, we must be careful in using color to identify minerals because
some minerals can be found in a wide range of colors. Small amounts of impurities can
change the color of a mineral, especially if the mineral tends to be clear when pure. For
example, quartz can be clear, white, pink, purple, gray, black or almost any color you can
think of. However, for some minerals, color doesn't vary much at all; so it can be safely used
to help identify the mineral.
Color Activity: Note the colors of the minerals left blank in the color column of the mineral
identification table. (for points see Q #5).
Other Properties of Minerals: There are other mineral properties that geologists may use to
distinguish between minerals, such as:
•

Crystal Form - Mineral crystals form with specific shapes when they have lots of room
to grow. For example, we often find well formed crystals in caves where the mineral is
precipitated out of solution and can grow outward from the cave wall into the open
interior of the cave. The shape of a mineral crystal is related to the way the chemical
bonds form. Common shapes are prisms, pyramids, needles, cubes, and sheets. Note that
the crystal form represents the outside of the crystal; cleavage represents planes in the
crystal interior.

•

Luster - how light is reflected from a mineral. Examine the mineral samples illustrating
different types of luster.

•

Streak - the mark formed when a mineral is scratched across an unglazed piece of
porcelain. For example, gold creates a yellow streak.

•

Acid test - the common mineral calcite creates bubbles of carbon dioxide gas when
exposed to acids.

•

Magnetism - magnetite is magnetic.

•

Taste - halite (salt) has a salty taste (take our word for it unless you are willing to
lick a mineral that has been handled by many students before you).
Answer the questions that follow:
A) Which sample(s) in your mineral kit exhibits crystal form? (1 pt)
B) Describe the luster of each mineral left blank in the mineral ID table
(use only the following terms: metallic, glassy, pearly).
C) What is the color of streak for the mineral in compartment #1? (1 pt) _______
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5. Work in your group and use the mineral identification keys (#1-#3) to identify and name
the minerals listed in the Mineral Identification Table. (15 pts)
Write the characteristics and names of each mineral in the mineral identification table
below.
Mineral Identification Table
Com.

Hardness

Color

1

Cleavage

Luster

Other/Mineral name

None

2
3

3

4

Purple,

glassy

5

Graphite

6
7

metallic
3.5-4

8
9

Colorles
s, white

10
11
12

Glassy

13

Olivine

14

15

2 planes at
nearly 90
degrees
Black,
brown
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Identifying Minerals in Rocks
You now have a bag of tricks for using the physical properties of minerals to identify them. It
is time to go back to the igneous rocks and use these physical properties to make certain that
our identification of the minerals in rocks A and B.
6. Mineral Identification Activity: Identify minerals in unknown samples. Use what you
have learned to determine the three most common minerals in rocks A and B. (2 pts)

e) Minerals in Rock A: 1.
2.
3.

f) Minerals in Rock B: 1.
2.
3.

g) Besides color, how do you think the different mineralogy of the two rock
samples influences their physical properties? (Hint: think about Lab 1.) (1 pt)
h) Based on your answer above and your knowledge of plate tectonics and
Earth’s crust which rocks are closer in composition to the continental and
oceanic crust?
Ocean crust:

Continental crust:
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Part III: Classification of Igneous Rocks
Igneous rocks are classified based on their grain size (know as texture) and color (an
indicator of chemical composition). Variations in texture and composition are tied to the
plate tectonic setting in which the rocks formed so in learning to classify igneous rocks, you
are learning how to interpret plate tectonic history.

Texture:
Igneous rock textures are classified on the basis of whether they form on Earth’s surface
(volcanic) or within Earth’s interior (plutonic). Volcanic rocks cool more rapidly than
plutonic rocks and the size of the mineral crystals that form depends on how fast the magma
cools and solidifies. Thus volcanic rocks generally have small grains and plutonic rocks
generally have large grains. Minerals that form in plutonic rocks have plenty of time to grow
into large crystals as the magma cools slowly. In contrast, magma undergoes a large
temperature drop of between 700-1,200oC when it reaches the surface. Consequently,
volcanic rocks cool rapidly and individual mineral grains (crystals) do not have much time to
grow.
The texture of igneous rocks can tell us more than simply if it is a volcanic or plutonic rock.
We can sometimes identify variations in the cooling conditions of the rock or learn more
about the nature of a volcanic eruption. Key texture terms are listed below. Examine the
first six compartments in your igneous rock identification kit at match the terms listed here
with the rocks in each compartment.
Fine grained (aphanitic): contains microscopic grains that are too small to see with naked
eye as a result of rapid cooling of magma on or near the surface.
Coarse grained (phaneritic): contains visible mineral grains as a result of slow cooling at
higher temperatures within Earth’s interior.
Glassy: contains no grains, a disordered mass of atoms formed by very rapid cooling, usually
in the presence of water.
Porphyritic: a mixture of microscopic crystals and crystals large enough to see formed from
a two-stage cooling process with initial cooling at depth and later cooling on the surface.
Vesicular: containing large rounded holes representing trapped gases that were preserved in
the rock. Extreme versions of this texture can result in rocks dominated by open spaces.
Fragmental (pyroclastic): a mixture of fragments of different sizes from a volcanic
explosion. Magma may cool before landing back on the surface (fragments) or may still be
hot and may be welded together as cooling occurs, often resulting in flattened (stretched)
fragments.

7. Rock Texture Activity: Examine the rocks in the first six slots of the igneous rock
identification kit and apply one of the textural terms above to each sample. Enter the
appropriate term in the igneous rock identification table on the next page. (3 pts)
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Igneous Rock Identification Table
Com.

Texture

1

V/P1

Color

Silica L/I/H2

Rock name

Low

Obsidian

P

2

Fine
grained

3
4
5

V

6
7

intermediate

8

Coarse
grained

9

Black

10

Rhyolite (porphyry)

11
12

intermediate

13

V

Meta-rhyolite

V

Diabase

14
15
1
2

V/P = Volcanic or Plutonic?
L/I/H = Low or Intermediate or High silica content
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Color: The color of an igneous rock is a proxy for its composition; in particular, the
amount of silica content (Table 2). Light colored minerals such as quartz and feldspar
contain more of the element silicon. Consequently, their abundant presence signals a silicarich (felsic) magma source. Light-colored igneous rocks are formed from silica-rich magmas
(volcanic: rhyolite; plutonic: granite) and contain abundant (about 80%) white, pink, or
translucent silica-rich minerals.
In contrast, silica-poor (mafic) igneous rocks (volcanic: basalt; plutonic: gabbro) are
dominated by olivine and pyroxene, dark-colored minerals with a smaller proportion of
silica. Rocks of an intermediate silica composition (volcanic: andesite; plutonic: diorite) lie
somewhere between the light and dark rocks depending upon the minerals present and have a
speckled appearance with approximately equal amounts of dark and light minerals.
Table 2: Silica Content of Igneous Rocks
Silica Content

Volcanic Rocks

Plutonic Rocks

Common minerals

High

Rhyolite

Granite

Quartz, feldspar

Intermediate

Andesite

Diorite

Feldspar, amphibole, pyroxene

Low

Basalt

Gabbro

Pyroxene, feldspar, olivine

Peridotite

Olivine, pyroxene

Ultralow

8. Naming Igneous Rocks Activity: Use color and texture to name the rocks in the
remaining slots of the igneous rock identification kit. Enter the appropriate properties in
the igneous rock identification table. (11 pts)
Variations in magma composition are tied to plate tectonic settings. If we drilled
through the basalt rocks that make up the new sea floor along oceanic ridges we would find
its plutonic equivalent, gabbro, and eventually peridotite, the mantle rock.
Andesite is a product of volcanic eruptions at convergent boundaries; the plutonic
equivalent, diorite, would be found where ancient magma cooled and solidified below
mountain ranges like the Cascades (Pacific Northwest) and Andes (South America).
We should expect to find diorite and granite in relatively close association as the
magma that forms granite is formed when the magma that produces diorite heats the base of
the continental crust. However, granite is a more common plutonic rock than diorite as the
magma that forms granite is more viscous and less likely to reach the surface to form the
volcanic equivalent, rhyolite.
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Part IV: Igneous Rocks and Plate Tectonic Setting Activity
Now that you have become familiar with how to identify igneous rocks it is time to place
them in a geologic context. Below is a figure illustrating an idealized cross-section of a
portion of Earth. Write the appropriate igneous rock name in the tectonic setting where it is
most likely to form. (2 pts)
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Identification Key #1: Light-colored Minerals with non-metallic luster
2. Identify if you mineral has a metallic or non-metallic luster
• If metallic go to mineral key #3  If it is not metallic look at the color.
4. If the mineral is dark (brown, black, green) go to key #2
• Check the hardness
• Look for the presence or absence of cleavage
• Compare the other properties with the listed minerals to make an identification.
5. If the mineral is light-colored or colorless go to key #1
• Check the hardness
• Look for the presence or absence of cleavage
• Compare the other properties with the listed minerals to make an identification.
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Identification Key #2: Dark-colored Minerals with non-metallic luster
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Identification Key #3: Minerals with metallic luster

H = 6.5; D = 5 g/cm3
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Appendix F: Revised Rock Lab 4
Name: ________________________________

Lab 4: Rocks
Geologists use composition and textures to classify rocks. Different rocks form under
different conditions, giving us an opportunity to piece together the ancient landscape
(sedimentary rocks) and plate tectonic settings (metamorphic rocks) of the ancient Earth.
This lab builds on the minerals lab (Lab #3) as students will apply what they learned in that
lab to help identify new rocks.
Objectives: When you have completed this lab you should be able to:
1. Explain the differences between crystalline and clastic rocks.
2. Describe how the character of grains change as they are moved further from their source
3. Identify common types of sedimentary rocks: conglomerate, sandstone, mudstone (shale),
limestone, coal, and rock salt.
4. Identify some minerals in sedimentary rocks, especially quartz, feldspar, clay, calcite, and
halite.
5. Identify common types of metamorphic rocks and their characteristic textures: quartzite,
marble, slate, phyllite, schist, and gneiss.
Materials:
One rock ID kit
Various labeled sedimentary rock samples in boxes
Mineral identification keys
Dilute acid
Each group will have two boxes with 15 compartments containing different minerals. The
compartments are numbered from 1-15. Compartment #1 is on the left of the back row of the
box and contains two different minerals. Compartment #15 is in the front right corner and
contains a sheet-like mineral. The compartments are numbered as follows:
Back of box (with hinges)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Front of Box
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Part I: Introduction to Classifying Rocks (5 points)
All rocks can be put into one of three fundamentally different rock types: igneous,
sedimentary, or metamorphic. This week, we will learn how geologists classify and name
these different rocks.
Your job is to develop a systematic way of differentiating and classifying between the 15
rocks in your identification kit. Six of these rocks are igneous, four sedimentary, and five are
metamorphic. Use any characteristics that seem logical and appropriate to develop a
dichotomous key that can be used to separate and identify the rocks by sample number. A
simple example is given below for classifying organisms.
Draw your key with the answers (sample numbers) in the space below. In order to test your
keys efficiency and reliability, draw your key on a large post-it note, leaving empty boxes
where the rock sample numbers should go. Trade your key and identification kit with another
group. You will try to follow their key and place the sample numbers in the correct boxes.
When you are done, check with the group to determine if you placed the samples in the
correct place.
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Part II: Classification of Igneous Rocks
Igneous rocks are classified based on grain size (texture) and color (indicator of
composition).
1) Texture: The texture of an igneous rock refers to whether it formed on Earth’s surface
(volcanic) or within Earth’s interior (plutonic). The size of the mineral crystals that form
depends on the cooling rate. Volcanic rocks cool rapidly on Earth’s surface and have small
grains while plutonic rocks cool slowly underground and have large grains. Texture can be
described as:
a) Fine grained (aphanitic): contain grains too small to see as a result of rapid cooling.
b) Coarse grained (phaneritic): contain visible grains as a result of slow cooling.
c) Porphyritic: mixture of fine and coarse grains formed from a two-stage cooling process
with initial cooling at depth and later cooling on the surface.
d) Vesicular: contains large holes representing trapped gases that were preserved in the rock.
2) Composition (Color): The color of an igneous rock is a proxy for the amount of silica
(SiO2) present. Two terms are used to describe the amount of silica:
1) Felsic: Silica-rich. Contains silica-rich light colored minerals (quartz; feldspar). Lightcolored igneous rocks contain abundant white, pink, or translucent silica-rich minerals.
2) Mafic: Silica-poor. Dominated by silica poor dark colored minerals (olivine; pyroxene).
Rocks of an intermediate silica composition lie between the light and dark rocks and have a
speckled appearance with approximately equal amounts of dark and light minerals.
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Activity 1: Igneous Rock Identification Table (10 points)
Identify which 6 compartments in your ID kit contain igneous rocks. Check your answers
with your instructor and then use the Igneous Rock ID Chart below to determine texture,
silica content, and rock name. Fill in color and indicate if the rock is Volcanic (V) or Plutonic
(P).
Comp. #

Texture

V/P

Color

Silica L/I/H1

Rock name

L

Basalt

Coarse grained
8
P

Black

L

Pink/gray
15
1

P

Granite

L/I/H = Low, Intermediate, or High silica content

Igneous Rock Identification Chart
COMPOSITION
Felsic Intermediate Mafic Ultramafic

TEXTURE
Phaneritic

Granite

Diorite

Aphanitic

Rhyolite

Andesite

Basalt

Porphyritic

Rhyolite

Andesite

Basalt

Vesicular

Pumice

Gabbro Peridotite

Scoria
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Activity II: Igneous Rocks and Plate Tectonic Setting Activity
Variations in magma composition are tied to plate tectonic settings. If we drilled
through the basalt rocks that make up the new sea floor along oceanic ridges we would find
its plutonic equivalent, gabbro, and eventually peridotite, the mantle rock.
Andesite is a product of volcanic eruptions at convergent boundaries; the plutonic
equivalent, diorite, would be found where ancient magma cooled and solidified below
mountain ranges like the Cascades (Pacific Northwest) and Andes (South America).
We should expect to find diorite and granite in close association as the magma that
forms granite is formed when the magma that produces diorite heats the base of the
continental crust. Granite is a more common plutonic rock than diorite as the magma that
forms granite is more viscous and less likely to reach the surface to form the volcanic
equivalent, rhyolite.
Now that you have become familiar with how to identify igneous rocks it is time to
place them in a geologic context. Below is a figure illustrating a cross-section of a portion of
Earth. Write the igneous rock name in the tectonic setting where it is most likely to form. (3
pts)
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Part III: Introduction to Sedimentary Rocks
A sedimentary rock forms completely at the earth’s surface and therefore records information
about the earth’s environment at the time and place the rock formed, its depositional
environment. This makes sedimentary rocks very useful tools for interpreting earth history.
During this week’s lab, we will work on recognizing and interpreting the features in
sedimentary rocks that help us unravel the rock’s depositional environment.

Activity 1: Clastic Rocks
Clastic rocks are composed of sediments, rock and mineral fragments. Observe the sediment
in vials 1, 2, and 3. Observe your samples – identify 2 similarities and 2 differences. (2 point)
Similarities

Differences

1. What might be 2 reasons for the differences you noted? (2 points)(1 points)
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Clastic rocks are made from particles or clasts that are derived from the weathering and
mechanical breakdown of preexisting rocks. We classify them based on particle size, sorting,
and shape. Weathered material is known as sediment and is classified based on its grain size
(see chart). Some clastic sedimentary rocks are composed nearly exclusively of one mineral
that is more resistant to weathering. For example, quartz sandstone is dominated by quartz
grains; arkose is composed mainly of feldspar grains.

1) Particle Size: The size of particles in a clastic sedimentary rock is the basis for naming
the rock.

Activity II: Identifying sediment characteristics (34 pts)
1. Pour the samples of sediment from vials 1, 2, and 3 onto pieces of white paper. Use a
hand lens, the grain size chart above and mineral identification charts to determine the
range of sediment sizes and the minerals present in the vials. Write your answers in the
appropriate spaces in the Sedimentary Rock Identification Table, Part 1.

At this point, only complete the sediment size and minerals present!!!
Sedimentary Rock Identification Table Part 1
Vial #

Sediment
size(s)

Sorting

Rounding

Minerals present

1
2
3
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2) Sorting: Sorting is a measure of how close to being the same size the grains in a
sediment or sedimentary rock are. Well-sorted sediments have particles that are all similar in
size. Poorly sorted sediments have particles of a wide range of sizes.

3) Shape: The Shape of particles in clastic sedimentary rocks refers to how rough the edges
of the grains are.

Analysis: Sediment history
2. Clastic sediments exhibit evidence of how far they have been transported on the basis of
the rounding and sorting of grains. Use the information above to characterize the
sediment samples in vials 1, 2, and 3 Complete the remaining columns in the
Sedimentary Rock Identification Table Part 1.
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What do size, shape, and sorting of grains tell us about ancient
environments?
Differences in sediment shape, size, and sorting tell us about their transport to, and
character of, depositional environments (where sediments are deposited). Well-sorted
sediment is transported for a long time, over a long distance. High-energy environments, like
a beach, also produce well-sorted sediment. Low energy environments drop fine grains out of
suspension. Glacial deposits may contain particles that are as large as houses or as small as
flour.Sediment shape indicates how much erosion the sediment has experienced. Wellrounded grains probably traveled far from their source; angular grains likely have a short
transport time.
In general, sediments deposited near their sources, soon after weathering, are
composed of particles that are large, poorly sorted, and angular. Sediments deposited
far from their sources, after a long history of movement, are composed of smaller, wellsorted, well-rounded particles.
3. Interpret these characteristics for the samples in vials 2 and 3. Assume both samples
began life as part of an outcrop of granite. How might their geologic histories have
differed? (2 pts)

A theoretical cross-section of North Carolina from the mountains to the coast. Fill in the
blank next to each rock type with the letter of the appropriate depositional environment.
Breccia ______
Conglomerate ______
Siltstone ______
Sandstone ______
Shale ______
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Activity IV: Classification of Sedimentary Rocks
Sedimentary rocks can be divided into three fundamental types based on the materials
involved and the process by which they formed:
•

Clastic: composed of sediments, rock and mineral fragments

•

Chemical: crystallized from solution as a result of changing physical conditions (e.g.,
evaporation). The most common solution is seawater but minerals are also dissolved in
lesser concentrations in freshwater lakes on the continents.
Table salt is actually a mineral, halite. Salt forms when water evaporates because of
increasing temperatures. As more water evaporates, the salt concentration in the
remaining water rises to the point where the salt precipitates from the water and falls to
the floor of a lake or ocean. The salt is later buried under other sedimentary rocks.

•

Biochemical: formed by the actions or remains of living organisms. For example, the
actions of organisms in seawater change the composition of the water causing the mineral
calcite (the principal ingredient in limestone) to be precipitated from solution. Massive
limestone coral reefs in tropical oceans around the world have formed because of the
actions of the coral organisms. Other biochemical rocks are composed of the remains of
dead organisms. Chalk forms from the calcite skeletons of tiny marine organisms known
as coccolithophores. In contrast, the shells of organisms that you might find on a beach
may be broken down and sorted by wave action and cemented to form a shell-bearing
limestone known as coquina.
Coal is also a biochemical rock formed from compacted remains of plants. It is common
in tropical wetland environments where vegetation grew rapidly and was rapidly buried.

Clastic vs. Chemical vs. Biochemical Sedimentary Rock Identification
Examine the 4 sedimentary rocks provided by your instructor. Separate these into clastic,
chemical, and biochemical rocks. Use the Sedimentary Rock ID Key to name the rocks.
What minerals are present in the rocks? (Use your mineral ID key from lab 3) (3 pts)
Rock Type

Rock Name

Minerals Present

A
B
C
D
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Activity V: Sedimentary Rock Identification (4 pts)
Use the information above and the Sedimentary Rock ID Key to identify the sedimentary
rocks present in your identification kit and complete the table below. Check with your
instructor when you think you have figured out which compartments contain sedimentary
rocks.
Sedimentary Rock Identification Table
Comp. Rock Name
#

Key characteristics
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Sedimentary Rock Identification Key
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Part IV: Classifying Metamorphic Rocks
Metamorphism relates to changes in mineral composition and/or texture that occur in rocks
as a result of increasing pressure and/or temperature and reactions with hot, mineral-rich
fluids. These conditions will result in three possible changes in the rocks:
• Mineralogical: some minerals recrystallize to larger grains; some convert to more stable
minerals.
• Physical: high pressures can result in bent or folded rocks and distorted mineral grains.
• Fluids: new minerals may precipitate from hot fluids to fill rock fractures and form veins.
There are two main types of metamorphism:
1) Contact: when rocks undergo metamorphism because they come in contact with
a heat source (usually a magma body). The composition does not change but the
texture does. Marble forms when limestone is metamorphosed. Marble and
limestone have the same composition, but marble has larger grains.
2) Regional: when rocks undergo metamorphism usually associated with mountain
building. In these areas rocks may be buried to great depths. Added pressure
causes sheet-like minerals (mica) in the rock to rotate or grow in a preferred
alignment. Those minerals are layered parallel to each other (like a stack of papers
on a table) and perpendicular to the direction of pressure (pressing down on the
stack of papers). This alignment of minerals into sheets is termed a foliation.
Rocks that lack sheet-like minerals will not create a foliation. Sandstone,
composed mainly of quartz, is converted to quartzite; limestone to marble.
Neither contains foliations.

Activity I: Types of Metamorphism (1 point)
Fill in the boxes in the figure below to show where each of the following types of
metamorphism would occur:
Subduction
Regional
Contact
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Activity III: Metamorphic Rock Identification (55 pts)
Use the information above and the Metamorphic Rock ID Key on the next page to identify
the metamorphic rocks present in your rock ID kit. Check with your instructor before
proceeding, then complete the table below.
Metamorphic Rock Identification Table

Comp #

Foliation (Y/N)

Grain size

Key properties

Rock name
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Metamorphic Rock Identification Key
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Appendix G: Traditional Lab 4: Sedimentary and Metamorphic Rocks
Name (print and sign): ______________________________________
Geologists use composition and textures to classify sedimentary and metamorphic rocks.
Different rocks form under different conditions, giving us an opportunity to piece together
the ancient landscape (sedimentary rocks) and plate tectonic settings (metamorphic rocks) of
the ancient Earth. This lab builds on the minerals and igneous rock lab (Lab #3) as students
will apply what they learned in that lab to help identify new rocks.
Objectives: When you have completed this lab you should be able to:
1. Explain the differences between crystalline and clastic rocks.
2. Describe how the character of grains change as they are moved further from their source
3. Identify common types of sedimentary rocks: conglomerate, sandstone, mudstone (shale),
limestone, coal, and rock salt.
4. Identify some minerals in sedimentary rocks, especially quartz, feldspar, clay, calcite, and
halite.
5. Identify common types of metamorphic rocks and their characteristic textures: quartzite,
marble, slate, phyllite, schist, and gneiss.
Materials:
One sedimentary rock ID kit, one metamorphic rock ID kit
Various labeled sedimentary rock and metamorphic rock samples in boxes
Mineral identification keys
Dilute acid
Each group will have two boxes with 15 compartments containing different minerals. The
compartments are numbered from 1-15. Compartment #1 is on the left of the back row of the
box and contains two different minerals. Compartment #15 is in the front right corner and
contains a sheet-like mineral. The compartments are numbered as follows:
Back of box (with hinges)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Front of Box
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Introduction to Sedimentary Rocks
Classification of Sedimentary Rocks
Sedimentary rocks can be divided into three fundamental types based on the materials
involved and the process by which they formed:
• Clastic sedimentary rocks are composed of sediments, rock and mineral fragments that
form when rocks break apart at or near Earth’s surface. 86% of all sedimentary rocks are
clastic sandstones and mudstones. These rocks are classified by the size of their grains.
• Chemical sedimentary rocks are those that crystallized from a solution (e.g., seawater) as
a result of changing physical conditions (e.g., evaporation). Chemical sedimentary rocks
are classified by the minerals they are made up of—the mineral composition is an
indicator of the chemical properties of the water from which the chemical sediment was
deposited.
• Biochemical sedimentary rocks are those formed by the actions of living organisms or
are composed of the remains of dead organisms. They are classified on the basis of
composition and grain size.
Clastic Sedimentary Rocks
Clastic sedimentary rocks are formed in three steps: 1. Generation due to the
breakdown of an original rock by weathering; 2. Transportation from the erosion and
movement of the material; and, 3. Lithification, the deposition and subsequent conversion of
the material to rock.
•

Generation: Rocks on or near Earth’s surface are physically broken into smaller pieces
and minerals undergo chemical changes to form weaker minerals. The process of
disintegration and decomposition is termed weathering and is influenced by the original
rock type and climatic conditions. Weathering is more rapid for rocks that contain
minerals with well defined cleavage planes (pyroxene, amphibole, mica) or minerals
that can dissolve in water (halite, calcite). Weathered material is known as sediment and
is classified based on its grain size (see table). Some clastic sedimentary rocks are
composed nearly exclusively of one mineral that is more resistant to weathering. For
example, quartz sandstone is dominated by quartz grains; arkose is composed mainly of
feldspar grains.
Sediment

Grain Size (diameter)

Rock

Grain Size Comparison

Clay

Less than 0.0039 mm

Shale, Mudstone

Silt

0.0039 to 0.0625 mm

Siltstone

Sand

0.0625 to 2 mm

Sandstone

Icing sugar to coarse salt

Gravel

More than 2 mm

Conglomerate

Rice grains to oranges

Smaller particles than flour
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Analysis: Identifying sediment characteristics (6 pts)
3. Clastic sediments and clastic sedimentary rocks are classified on the basis of grain size.
Pour the samples of sediment in compartments 6, 7, and 8 onto pieces of white paper.
Use a hand lens, the grain size table above and mineral identification charts to determine
the range of sediment sizes and the minerals present in the vials. Write your answers in
the appropriate spaces in the Sedimentary Rock Identification Table, Part 1.
Sedimentary Rock Identification Table Part 1

Com.

Sediment size(s)

Sorting

Rounding

Minerals present

6
7
8
•

Transportation: The process by which sediment is removed from its place of origin by
running water, wind, and/or glaciers is erosion. The size of the sediment than can be
transported depends on how fast the water flows or how hard the wind blows. If the
velocity is high, the stream can move a lot of material. As clastic sediment is transported,
the sedimentary particles bang against each other and wear each other smooth, rounding
any sharp edges. Thus the more rounded the grains; the farther the sediment was
transported. Weaker minerals may further physically disintegrate during transportation
while stronger minerals (high values on Mohs hardness scale such as quartz) will remain
intact and form larger grains. Minerals with well defined cleavage may disintegrate to
clay-sized particles by a combination of physical and chemical weathering during
transportation. The eroded sediment is eventually deposited somewhere and that takes us
to the next stage in the formation of clastic rocks, deposition and eventual lithification.

Analysis: Sediment history (3 pts)
4. Clastic sediments exhibit evidence of how far they have been transported on the basis of
the rounding and sorting of grains. Use the information below to characterize the
sediment samples in compartments 6, 7, and 8. Complete the remaining columns in the
Sedimentary Rock Identification Table Part 1.
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•

Sorting: Indicates distance and/or mechanism of transportation
o Well sorted – most grains are approximately the same size; long distance
o Poorly sorted – mixture of small and large grains; shorter distance

•

Rounding: Indicates distance and/or mechanism of transportation
o Well rounded – all grain edges are rounded “corners”
o Rounded – most grain “corners” are rounded
o Subrounded/subangular – some grain edges are rounded, some are angular
o Angular – most grain edges are sharp corners
o Very angular – all grain edges are sharp corners

4. Interpret these characteristics for the samples in compartments 7 and 8. Assume that both
samples began life as part of an outcrop of granite. How might their geologic histories
have differed? (2 pts)
•

Lithification: Clastic sediments are deposited when the velocity of the transporting
medium drops. Large material is deposited first, followed by smaller and smaller
particles. Streams dump much of their sediment where they enter an ocean or lake to
form a delta. This material is often transported and redistributed along the coastline by
shoreline currents to form beaches. Different speeds of stream flow or winds serve to sort
and concentrate sediment by weight (grain size). Consequently, we often find that the
sand on the beach is the same size, and that clastic rocks often have a dominant grain size
rather than a random mix of sand, clay, and gravel-sized particles. The finest particles
(silt, clay) remain in suspension in the ocean before eventually being deposited offshore.
The grains at the bottom of a pile of sediment become compacted, water is squeezed out
forcing the grains closer together. Slowly, over hundreds of thousands of years, fluids
circulating through the piles of sediment precipitate minerals to cement the grains
together, converting the sediment into a rock. The cement is typically composed of
calcite or silica. The processes of compaction and cementation are termed lithification.
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Clastic sedimentary rocks as siltstone and sandstone have names that reflect the size of
their grains.
Analysis: Sediment  Sedimentary Rock (3 pts)
4. Use the Sedimentary Rock Identification Key on p.8 to determine the rock names that
would be equivalent to the sediments in the three vials. If these clastic sediments were
lithified to form a rock, what would they be called?
Vial 6 _________________________________________
Vial 7 _________________________________________
Vial 8 _________________________________________

Figure. A theoretical cross-section of North Carolina from the mountains to the coast.
Using what you know about clastic sedimentary rocks, match the name of the rock to the
appropriate depositional environment.
A

Breccia

B

Siltstone

C

Shale

D

Conglomerate

E

Sandstone
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Chemical Sedimentary Rocks
Chemical sedimentary rocks form when minerals precipitate (crystallize out) from a
solution as a result of changing physical conditions. The most common solution is seawater
but minerals are also dissolved in lesser concentrations in freshwater lakes on the continents.
The minerals are dissolved from rocks on the continents by weathering and transported to
lakes and oceans in solution in streams.
The common table salt that you sprinkle on your food is actually a mineral, halite.
Salt forms when water evaporates because of increasing temperatures. As more water
evaporates, the salt concentration in the remaining water gradually rises to the point where
the salt begins to precipitate from the water and fall to the floor of the lake or ocean and
forms a layer of halite. The salt is later buried under other sedimentary rocks (perhaps clastic
rocks). Different types of salt may form depending upon the concentrations of elements
present. For example, gypsum is another mineral dissolved in seawater that is precipitated
when the water evaporates.
Analysis: Crystalline vs. clastic minerals (5 pts)
5. Clastic sedimentary rocks are composed of grains or rock fragments while chemical
sedimentary rocks are composed of crystals. Some common minerals are often present in
sedimentary rocks. Use the mineral ID charts from the minerals lab and identify the
minerals in the first five slots in the Sedimentary Rock ID Kit. Decide if the minerals are
more likely to be part of a clastic or chemical sedimentary rock.
Sedimentary Rock Identification Table Part 2
Com.

Mineral

Key properties

Clastic or Chemical
Sed. Rock?

1

2

3

4

5
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Biochemical Sedimentary Rocks
Biochemical sedimentary rocks result from the actions of living organisms that cause
minerals to be extracted from a solution or are composed of the remains of dead organisms.
For example, the actions of organisms in seawater change the composition of the water
causing the mineral calcite (the principal ingredient in limestone) to be precipitated from
solution. Massive limestone coral reefs in the shallow, tropical oceans around the world have
formed because of the actions of the coral organisms. Other biochemical rocks are composed
of the remains of dead organisms. Chalk, a type of limestone, forms from the calcite
skeletons of tiny marine organisms known as coccolithophores. These creatures are about
0.002-0.004 millimeters across, about the size of grains of clay or silt, and live in the
shallow, sunlit waters of the ocean. Unlike coral, these organisms are concentrated in colder
waters. The shells of larger organisms, the types you might pick up on a beach, may be
broken down and sorted by wave action (a clastic process) and cemented to form of shellbearing limestone known as coquina.
Coal is also a biochemical rock. Coal forms from the compacted remains of dead
plants such as those that grew in a tropical wetland environment where vegetation grew very
rapidly and was rapidly buried.
Clastic vs. Chemical vs. Biochemical Sedimentary Rock Identification
Examine the samples of sedimentary rocks provided by your lab instructor. Separate these
into clastic, chemical, and biochemical rocks. Use the Sedimentary Rock Identification Key
to match the samples with the labels provided below for the appropriate rock types. Note
that only some of these rock types will be provided. (2 pts)
Rock type

Rock name

A
B
C
D
Compare the rocks you identified to the samples in your sedimentary rock identification kit.
Are any of these smaller kit samples the same as the rocks you identified? If so, which ones?
Name them in the Sedimentary Rock Identification Table on p.8.
Analysis: Sedimentary Rock Identification (12 pts)
Use the information provided above and the Sedimentary Rock Identification Key to identify
the sedimentary rocks present in compartments 9-15 and complete the Sedimentary Rock
Identification Table Part 3.
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Sedimentary Rock Identification Table Part 3
Rock Name

Key characteristics

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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Classifying Metamorphic Rocks
Metamorphism relates to changes in the mineral composition and/or texture that occur in
solid rocks as a result of increasing pressure and/or temperature and reactions with hot,
mineral-rich fluids. These conditions will result in three possible changes in the rocks:
• Mineral changes – some minerals may simply recrystallize to larger grains; some
minerals may be converted to more stable minerals.
• Physical changes - High pressures often result in bending or folding of rocks and
distortion of mineral grains.
• Fluids – new minerals may be precipitated from hot fluids to fill fractures in the rock and
form veins.
There are two main types of metamorphism: contact metamorphism and regional
metamorphism. Metamorphic rocks require a temperature range that is high enough to
trigger the chemical reactions necessary to change minerals but not so high that the minerals
will melt. Temperatures of at least 200oC are generally required before some of the minerals
in a rock will undergo chemical reactions to cause compositional changes. Depending upon
their composition, most minerals in rocks near Earth’s surface melt at temperatures ranging
from 600-1100oC. Such temperatures are common near magma chambers or at deeper levels
in the crust.
Analysis: The Metamorphic Temperature “Window” (2 pts)
7. Measurements of Earth’s geothermal gradient reveal that temperature in the crust
increases by approximately 25oC per kilometer (40oC per mile) with increasing depth in
the shallow crust.
a) Assuming a surface temperature of 15 oC; calculate the depth where metamorphism
would begin to occur simply as a result of heating due to the geothermal gradient.

b) Give at least two explanations of why metamorphism might occur at shallower depths
within the crust.
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Contact Metamorphism
Contact metamorphism occurs when rocks undergo metamorphism because they
come in contact with a heat source (usually a magma body). A comparable change occurs in
roasting meat or baking bread - the composition does not change but the texture of the
material does. Marble is an example of a rock that may be formed by contact metamorphism.
Marble forms when limestone is heated to high temperatures. Both marble and limestone
may have the same composition, but marble typically has larger grains. The dark rock
hornfels forms when fine grained clastic rocks like mudstone (shale) are in contact with a
heat source.
Regional Metamorphism
Regional metamorphism occurs when rocks undergo increased temperatures and
pressures typically associated with the plate tectonic processes that form mountains. In these
areas rocks may be buried to great depths. The additional pressure causes sheet-like minerals
(e.g., mica) in the rock to physically rotate or to grow with a preferred alignment. Higher
temperatures, pressures and fluids cause some types of minerals to grow. Those minerals are
layered parallel to each other (like a stack of papers on a table) and perpendicular to the
direction of pressure (like pressing down on the stack of papers). This geometric orientation
generates an alignment of minerals into sheets termed a foliation. Foliations may also be
represented by sheets of flattened objects or bands of different colored grains.
The higher the temperatures and/or pressures the more intense the metamorphism.
Many rocks formed by regional metamorphism can be classified by the size of minerals that
form (a temperature and pressure dependant process) when they change from the original
rock to the metamorphic rock (see table). Foliated metamorphic rocks, in order of increasing
metamorphism are slate, phyllite, schist, and/or gneiss. Grain size in slate is much too small
to be seen with the naked eye and the presence of millions of tiny crystals of sheet-like
minerals means that slate splits easily into thin sheets. Mica is a common mineral in these
rocks and can give some of the rocks (e.g., phyllite, schist) a shiny, silky appearance often
associated with a wavy foliation. Gneiss (pronounced “nice”) has the largest grain size with
light and dark colored minerals typically separating into lighter and darker bands in the rock.
Not all rocks that undergo regional metamorphism will form a foliation. Rocks that
lack sheet-like minerals will not create a foliation. Sandstone, composed mainly of quartz
grains, will be converted to quartzite by regional metamorphism; limestone will form
marble. Neither metamorphic rock contains foliations.
Metamorphic Rocks based on Foliation and Texture (Grain Size)
Grain Size
Foliation
Fine (<0.1mm)*
Medium (~0.1-4 mm)*
Coarse (>2 mm)*
No
Hornfels
Marble, Quarzite
Marble, Quartzite
Yes
Slate, Phyllite
Schist
Gneiss
* Approximate sizes for comparison purposes only
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Types of Metamorphism
Fill in the boxes in the figure below to show where each of the following types of
metamorphism would occur:
Subduction
Regional
Contact
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Metamorphic Facies
Metamorphic rocks form under a variety of conditions within Earth’s crust. These
varying temperature and pressure conditions are known as facies and are characterized
by different assemblages of minerals (see metamorphic rock identification kit).
Identifying a metamorphic rock tells you about the conditions under which it formed.
Match the letters in the boxes in the figure below with the following rock types. Note that
locations A and B can be filled by either of two rock types. (1 pt)
Slate Marble

Gneiss

Phyllite

Schist

Quartzite

A_________________________________
B_________________________________
C_________________________________
D_________________________________
E_________________________________
F _________________________________
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Analysis: Metamorphic Rock Identification (8 pts)
8. Use the information provided above and the Metamorphic Rock Identification Key to
identify the metamorphic rocks present in compartments 8-15 and complete the
Metamorphic Rock Identification Table.
Metamorphic Rock Identification Table
Com.

Mineral

Metamorphic grade (low/high)

1

Chlorite

Low

2

Garnet

High

3

Epidote

Low

4

Talc

Low

5

Kyanite

High

6

Staurolite

High

Foliation (Y/N)

Grain size

7

Key properties

Rock name
Amphibolite

8
9

Yes

10
11

Coarse

12
13

Hornfels

14
15

Greenstone
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Appendix H: Situational Interest Survey Example
Situation Interest Survey: Lab 3 Minerals

Name: _____________________
Lab Section: ________________

Please indicate on the following line scale with a tic mark how interesting the lab activity
was to you:
-Left: The activity was not at all interesting to me
-Right: The activity was very interesting to me
- Traditional Lab: Mineral Identification Table: You identified 15 minerals using the various
physical properties.

Not at all interesting

Very Interesting to me

- Revised Lab: Cooperative Learning Mineral Identification: You became experts at
identifying 3-4 minerals and then taught these minerals to your group.

Not at all interesting

Very Interesting to me
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Appendix I: Perceptions of Relevance Survey Example
Perception of Relevance Survey: Lab 3

Name: _________________
Section # _______

For each statement, circle the number that best describes your feelings about each topic.
1 = Never
2 = Seldom
3 = Sometimes
4 = Often
5 = Always
1. Examples within the minerals lab made the content relevant to
me.
2. Explanations within the minerals lab made the content relevant
to me.
3. Exercises or explanations experienced in the minerals lab
demonstrated the importance of the content.
4. The minerals lab material made it explicitly clear how the
material related to my career goals or my life in general.
5. The minerals lab content related to other areas of content.
6. The minerals lab material allowed me to apply content to my
own interests.
7. Assignments in the minerals lab involved the application of the
content to my career interests.
8. Material learned in the minerals lab helped me to understand the
importance of the content.
9. Discussion during the minerals lab helped me understand the
relevance of the topic.
10. Current events discussed in the minerals lab allowed me to
apply the topic.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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